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ABSTRACT 
Developments in recent years in microcomputer and power semiconductor technologies 
have made possible the dynamic control of electric machines using microcomputers. This 
capability has stimulated research in the area of new methods of electric machine control, which 
has resulted in improved performance [1] and an increasing number of applications for 
semiconductor controlled electric drive and machine systems. 
In the evaluation of control methods for electric machine drives, it is desirable that 
experimental verification under a variety of load conditions be performed. To this end, a 
research testbed for the development and performance evaluation of control methods for 
induction machine drives was built at the University of Illinois [2]. The project described in this 
thesis builds on that effort, by adding a programmable mechanical load emulation capability to 
the testbed. In order to accurately emulate speed, position, and acceleration dependent loads, 
a high performance digital tachometer was also built and added to the system. This thesis 
documents the architecture and design of these systems and presents some of their performance 
capabilities. In particular, the ability of the system to emulate speed, position, and acceleration 
dependent loads is presented. The limitations of the system are defined, and possibilities for 
future improvements are discussed. 
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Al de machine armature winding terminal number 1 (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3) 
A2 de machine armature winding terminal number 2 (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3) 
adrop Translational acceleration of the hanging weight during "drop tests" (see 
Appendix C and Figure C.3) 
Bv; a de command 12-bit binary d/a converter (in the pc, see Figure 3.1) digital input, when the d/a 
-- - - converter output is connected to the de machine drive control input 
CET 
Ch. 
CLK 
c, 
c, 
c,_max 
c,_min 
Ddla_in 
DIR 
DIR IN 
Constant elapsed time speed measurement method (discussed in Section 2.1.2) 
Channel 
Speed measurement circuit 10 MHz clock signal (See Figure 2.7, Appendix A, 
and Figure A.5) 
Bypass capacitance for the de machine drive rail power supply (see Figure 3.3) 
Count of encoder pulses in one speed measurement period 
Count of clock pulses in one speed measurement period 
1 's complement of the binary value of c,. 
Specified maximum number of clock pulses in one speed measurement period 
Specified minimum number of clock pulses in one speed measurement period 
Decimal value of the d/a converter digital input, used in the d/a converter input-
output equation (Equation (3.13)) 
Speed measurement circuit direction signal (see Figure 2.7, Appendix A, and 
Figure A.6) 
Speed measurement circuit direction signal input (see Figure 2.7, Appendix A, 
and Figure A.6) 
Dv; a de command Decimal value of the d/a converter (in the pc, see Figure 3.1) digital input, when 
--- - the d/a converter output is connected to the de machine drive control input 
viii 
deg1ag Phase lag (in degrees) of the de machine drive output Ia_dc "behind" the input 
V; _a _de _command 
Ea_dc de machine drive annature winding induced voltage (see Figure 3.2 and Equation 
(3.1)) 
Ea_dc_tach de generator tachometer annature winding induced voltage (see Equation (2.1)) 
ENC B Speed measurement circuit encoder signal (see Figure 2.7, Appendix A, and 
Figure A.6) 
ENC B IN Speed measurement circuit encoder signal input (see Figure 2.7, Appendix A, and 
Figure A.6) 
EVEN!' Speed measurement circuit timing signal, used to indicate the occurrence of 
"events" (see Figure 2.7, Appendix A, and Figure A.8) 
EVEN!' Speed measurement circuit timing signal, used to indicate the occurrence of 
"events" (see Figure 2.7, Appendix A, and Figure A.8) 
"event" A timing signal that marks the end of one speed measurement period and the 
start of the next (discussed in Section 2.3) 
F Force 
F,ension Tensional force 
F1 de machine field winding terminal number 1 (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3) 
F2 de machine field winding terminal number 2 (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3) 
f Frequency 
fc Clock frequency 
g Acceleration due to gravity (= 9.8 m/s2) 
H3 Speed measurement circuit 10 MHz.clock signal input (see Figure 2.7, Appendix 
A, Figure A.4, and Figure A.5) 
Ia_dc de machine annature winding current (see Figure 3.2) 
Ia_dc_command de machine annature winding current command 
ix 
I1_dc de machine field winding current (see Figure 3.2) 
I max Maximum current 
INI' RST Speed measurement "reset" signal, used to reset the interrupt signal generator 
module (see Figure 2.7, Appendix A, and Figure A.l2) 
INI'l Speed measurement circuit interrupt signal (see Figure 2.7, Appendix A, and 
Figure A.ll) 
int[x] Greatest integer function: returns the largest integer that is less than or equal to 
the real argument x 
J Moment of inertia 
J ave Average moment of inertia 
Jdc de machine moment of inertia 
l;m Induction machine moment of inertia 
l;m+dc Moment of inertia of the assembly consisting of the induction and de machines 
11oad That part of the load moment of inertia for which the acceleration is not 
considered to be useful mechanical work 
J work_load That part of the load moment of inertia for which the acceleration is considered 
to be useful mechanical work 
Kblower_or_pump Experimentally determined constant of proportionality used in the calculation of 
Twork_load for a blower or pump load (see Equation (1.4)) 
KcET Constant of proportionality used in the calculation of rotational speed from 
measurement data, using the constant elapsed time speed measurement method 
(= (21Cjjm), see Equation (2.10)) 
Kcos(e) Constant of proportionality used in the calculation of a position dependent 
component of the load torque (see Equation (1.9)) 
Kcp Constant of proportionality used in the calculation of a constant power load 
torque (see Equation (1.5)) 
K "Dummy" constant dummy_ COfiSianl_ 0 
X 
K "Dummy" constant dummy- COfUtafll_ I 
K. 
J 
K(J)I\2 
Constant expressing a component of the load torque that is constant in magnitude 
and direction (see Equation (1.9)) 
Constant of proportionality used in the calculation of the de machine 
electromagnetic torque (see Equation (3.1)) 
Constant of proportionality used in the calculation of the de generator tachometer 
armature winding induced voltage (see Equation (2.1)) 
Experimentally determined constant of proportionality used in the calculation of 
friction and windage torque (see Equation (1.3)) 
Constant of proportionality used in the calculation of a time dependent 
component of the load torque (see Equation (1.9)) 
Constant of proportionality used in the calculation of an acceleration dependent 
component of the load torque (see Equation (1.9)) 
Constant used in calculating a component of the load torque that opposes motion 
and is of constant magnitude (see Equation (1.9)) 
Constant of proportionality used in the calculation of a position dependent 
component of the load torque (see Equation (1.9)) 
Constant of proportionality used in the calculation of a speed linear component 
of the load torque (see Equation (1.9)) 
Constant of proportionality used in the calculation of a speed square component 
of the load torque (see Equation (1.9)) 
Constant of proportionality used in the calculation of a constant power 
component of the load torque (see Equation (1.9)) 
LATCHCLK Speed measurement circuit timing signal, used to indicate the occurrence of 
"events" (see Figure 2.7, Appendix A, and Figure A.8) 
La_dc de machine armature winding inductance 
Lt_dc de machine field winding inductance 
L1r_;,. Induction machine rotor leakage inductance (referred to the stator) 
xi 
M 
m 
min[x,y] 
P~_dc 
pmax 
p trWchanical_dc 
proll 
R 
Rballast 
RESET 
r 
Induction machine stator leakage inductance 
Mass 
Number of optical encoder divisions per revolution 
Minimum function: returns the minimum of the real arguments x and y 
de machine electromagnetic power generation (see Equation 3.1) 
Maximum power 
Mechanical power absorbed by the de machine 
Mechanical power delivered by the take-up roll to the mill in the example 
illustrating a constant power load in Section 1.2 (see Section 1.2 and Equation 
(1.5)) 
Radius (constant) 
de machine armature winding resistance 
"Ballast" resistance for absorbing electrical power generated by the de machine 
(see Figure 3.3 and Equation (3.6)) 
Speed measurement circuit "reset" signal (see Figure 2. 7, Appendix A, and Figure 
A.12) 
de machine field winding resistance 
Adjustable resistance connected in series with the de machine field winding 
voltage source (see Figure 3.2) 
Resistance connected in series with the de machine drive rail voltage power 
supply during powerup (see Figure 3.3) 
Induction machine stator resistance 
Radius (variable) 
Variable radius of the take-up roll in the example illustrating a constant power 
load in Section 1.2 (see Section 1.2 and Figure 1.4) 
xu 
"reset" 
sgn[x] 
T 
T, _de_ command 
T. 
J 
T . . 
L"" 
1J im+dc 
State of "reset" in the in speed measurement circuit (discussed in Section 2.3) 
Speed measurement circuit intenupt acknowledge signal (see Figure 2. 7, 
Appendix A, and Figure A.4) 
"Sign" function: returns a value of+ 1 if the real argument x is greater than or 
equal to zero; returns a value of -1 if x is less than zero 
Torque 
de machine electromagnetic torque 
de machine electromagnetic torque command 
Induction machine electromagnetic torque (see Equation (3.1)) 
Filtered version of measured (i.e., computed from state measurements and 
observer estimates) induction machine electromagnetic torque 
Modified T,_im.filurtd' adjusted to cancel the effects of induction machine 
friction and windage, and inertial torque components(= T,_im.filurtd- T1+w_im 
- f;mO.) 
Friction and windage torque 
de machine friction and windage torque (see Equation (3.8)) 
Induction machine friction and windage torque (see Table D.1) 
Friction and windage torque for the assembly consisting of the induction and de 
machines (See Equation 3.8)) 
Friction and windage component of the load torque that does not involve useful 
mechanical work 
Inertial torque 
de machine inertial torque (= J dca.) 
Induction machine inertial torque (= l;ma.) 
Inertial torque of the assembly consisting of the induction and de machines 
(:= Jim+dcO.) 
Xlll 
T-load ) _ 
1} _wort _load 
Tmax 
TOOTH 
Tworlc_load 
TO 
t 
Component of inertial load torque that does not involve useful mechanical work 
<= ]Joafl) 
Component of inertial load torque that involves useful mechanical work ( = J won _Joafl) 
Load torque 
Load torque command 
Load torque produced by the de machine 
Maximum torque 
Speed measurement circuit synchronized encoder signal (see Figure 2. 7, 
Appendix A, and Figure A.7) 
Torque applied by the take-up roll to the strip and mill in the example illustrating 
a constant power load in Section 1.2 (see Section 1.2 and Figure 1.4) 
Component of the load torque that must be overcome to perform useful 
mechanical work 
Speed measurement circuit signal indicating which of the two & counters must 
be serviced (see Figure 2.7, Appendix A, and Figure A.9) 
Time 
Time inteiVal from any positive transition to the following positive transition of 
the optical encoder channel A signal 
Time interval from any positive transition to the following negative transition of 
the optical encoder channel A signal 
A 
Time "advance," used in Equation ( 4.5) to estimate future values 9 of the angular 
position 9, and issue torque commands "early" 
Time inteiVal from any positive transition to the following positive transition of 
the optical encoder channel B signal 
Time inteiVal from any positive transition to the following negative transition of 
the optical encoder channel B signal 
XlV 
tc_1,2 Time inteiVal from any positive transition to the following negative transition of 
the signal obtained by taking the XOR of the channel A and channel B optical 
encoder signals 
tfall Fall time 
t1ag_dc Time lag of the de machine drive output Ia_dc "behind" the input V;_a_dc_command 
tmax Specified maximum time inteiVal for a speed measurement period(= (c,_max)lifc)) 
tmin Specified minimum time interval for a speed measurement period (= (c,_miJ/lfJ) 
ttHriod Repetition period of a periodic signal 
t rise Rise time 
ts Speed measurement period time inteiVal 
t1% Time required to produce a one percent change in speed when the maximum 
torque T max is applied to the unloaded induction machine (see Section 2.2 and 
Equation (2.9)) 
V dla_our D/a converter output voltage, used in the d/a converter input-output equation 
(Equation (3.13)) 
V;_a_dc_command de machine drive control input voltage 
V;_a_dc_command_normaliud de machine drive control input voltage, normalized so that its magnitude 
equals either the commanded de machine armature current or the 
commanded de machine electromagnetic torque 
Vu_im 
v,_dc_tach 
v 
y 
Magnitude of induction machine stator voltage (line-to-line) 
de generator tachometer armature winding terminal voltage (see Equation (2.1)) 
Translational speed 
Translational speed at which the strip of material emerges from the mill in the 
example illustrating a constant power load in Section 1.2 (see Section 1.2 and 
Figure 1.4) 
Translational position 
XV 
a 
a.r+w 
tJ.t 
fly 
~f_dc_tach 
e 
ro 
Angular acceleration (see Figure 1.1) 
Angular acceleration of the machine under test during "drop tests" (see Appendix 
C and Figure C.3) 
Angular acceleration (will be negative) of the machine under test during 
"coastdown" tests (see Appendix C) 
Angular acceleration (will be negative) of the induction machine during 
"coastdown" tests (see Appendix C) 
Angular acceleration (will be negative) of the assembly consisting of the 
induction and de machines during "coastdown" tests (see Appendix C) 
Maximum angular acceleration 
Change in time 
Change in translational position 
Change in angular position (see Figure 1.1) 
de machine field winding axis magnetic flux 
de generator tachometer field axis permanent magnetic flux (see Equation (2.1)) 
Induction machine rated flux 
de machine armature winding time constant (= La_tU!Ra_Jc) 
de machine field winding time constant (= L1_JJR1_Jc) 
Angular position (see Figure 1.1) 
Projected future angular position (see Equation (4.5)) 
Rotational speed (see Figure 1.1) 
Induction machine stator voltage frequency (in Hz) 
Specified maximum rotational speed 
Minimum resolvable speed (see Equation 2.5) 
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CHAPTER 1 
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 
The development of the microcomputer and advances in power semiconductor 
technology have made possible the dynamic control of electric machines using microcomputers. 
This capability has stimulated research in the area of electric machine control, which has 
produced control methods that exploit the machine dynamics and result in improved 
performance [1]. These improvements have resulted in an increasing number of applications for 
microcomputer controlled electric drive and machine systems. 
Early research in this area involved the analytical development and computer simulation 
of proposed control approaches. More recently, experimental methods have been used to 
evaluate control strategies. In 1992, an induction machine research testbed was built at the 
University of lllinois [2]. The testbed provided a research laboratory for the development and 
evaluation of control methods for induction machine drives. The project described in this thesis 
builds on that effort, by adding a mechanical load emulation capability to the testbed. In order 
to accurately emulate speed, position, and acceleration dependent loads, a high performance 
digital tachometer was also built and incorporated into the testbed. This thesis documents the 
architecture and design of these systems and presents some of their performance capabilities. 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide the background and motivation for the project. 
Section 1.1 discusses some of the applications of induction machine and drive systems. It 
introduces some of the loads that are, or potentially could be, served by induction machine and 
drive systems, and which would be desirable to emulate for the purpose of evaluating the 
performance of induction machine control methods. Section 1.2 develops mathematical models 
1 
of mechanical loads of interest Section 1.3 discusses ways that mechanical loads can be 
emulated and surveys previous work done in this area. Section 1.4 discusses the induction 
machine research testbed at the University of lllinois that provided the setting for this project. 
Section 1.5 discusses the scope and objectives of the project and provides a brief outline of the 
remainder of the thesis. 
1.1 Applications of Induction Machine Drives 
The polyphase squirrel cage induction machine has been the most widely used industrial 
motor since its invention in 1886. The principal advantages of this machine are its ruggedness 
and low cost However, the induction machine is difficult to control. The machine dynamics are 
nonlinear, and some of the state variables are difficult to measure [1]. Applications of squirrel 
cage induction machines have typically been heavy duty motor applications in which precise 
dynamic control of motor speed or position is not required. These include fan, compressor, and 
pump applications [3]. 
Applications that require precise dynamic control of speed or position have been served 
primarily by de machines. The de machine can be configured as a linear system, thus allowing 
for precise control of speed and position. Applications that have been served by de machines 
include electric vehicle, rolling mill, precision machine tool, and robotics applications [3]. 
Direct-current machines are more expensive and less rugged than induction machines. 
The recent . advances in induction machine control methods have resulted in improved 
performance, and the ability to precisely and dynamically control the angular speed and position 
of induction machines is approaching that of de machines [1]. As a result of these advances, 
applications served by induction machines are being upgraded for better efficiency, performance 
2 
and control by the incorporation of power electronics into these systems. In addition, induction 
machine and drive systems are replacing de machines in applications that were previously 
served by de machines [ 4]. 
Applications that are, or potentially could be, served by induction machine and drive 
systems include fan, compressor, pump, hoist, crane, electric vehicle, conveyer, rolling mill, 
machine tool, robotics, and induction generator applications. In each of these applications, the 
torque "demanded" by the load is a function of time, speed, position or acceleration in a way 
that depends on the application. Performance goals may include better efficiency, reliability, 
control of speed or position, and lower cost. The objective of this project was to emulate the 
mechanical loads of interest at the induction machine research testbed described in [2], in order 
to provide a realistic environment for the development and performance evaluation of control 
methods for induction machine and drive systems serving one or more of the applications listed 
above, and with one or more of the performance objectives listed above. 
1.2 Mechanical Load Models 
This section develops the mathematical framework for the discussion and emulation of 
mechanical loads. Models for several common loads are presented. 
The sign conventions used in this thesis for angular position, speed, acceleration, and 
torque are defined in Figure 1.1 (tables and figures in this thesis are presented as a group at the 
end of their respective chapters). Figure 1.1 shows side and axial views of an induction machine 
connected through a rigid coupling to a load. The axial view is from the perspective of an 
observer standing "behind" the load and looking towards the induction machine. It is ~sumed 
that the shaft and coupling are inelastic, and that there are no shaft or coupling dynamics. 
3 
Counterclockwise changes in angular position 9 and counterclockwise speed co (= d9/dt) and 
acceleration a (= dro/dt) are considered positive. Counterclockwise "driving" torque is 
considered positive. The electromagnetic torque T«_im developed in the induction machine air gap 
(in a system consisting of an induction machine and load) is an example of driving torque. For 
the machine systems considered in this thesis, only one driving torque per system will be 
considered: the system "prime mover." Usually, this will be T«_im· For all other torque 
components, including friction and windage, inertial, and other load torque components, 
clockwise torque is considered positive. 
The source of torque in the induction machine is the electromagnetic torque Te _;m 
developed in the machine air gap. This torque is transmitted to the induction machine shaft, 
which applies it to the immediate mechanical environment to overcome friction and windage 
resistance in the induction machine, to accelerate the induction machine, and to drive the load. 
This process is expressed in Equation (1.1 ). 
T . = T1 . + J,.ma + T1 __ _J e_1m +W_Im CHMj (1.1) 
In Equation (1.1), Tf+w_im represents the induction machine friction and windage torque, l ;m 
represents the induction machine moment of inertia, and T1oaa represents the load torque. Positive 
1i+w_;,, Tj_;, (= l;m<X), and T1oaa oppose Te_;,, i.e., they act clockwise when viewed from the load 
looking towards the induction machine. In this thesis, T1oaa refers to the torque applied J2y the 
load to the induction machine. The torque applied by the induction machine to drive the load, 
which must be equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to T1oa47 may also be referred to as 
the load torque, but its symbolic representation will be -T1oaa- This convention regarding the 
4 
direction of positive T1oaa was adopted because much of this thesis is concerned with the 
production of load torque by the mechanical load emulation system. The emphasis on the active 
production of T1oaa made it more convenient to view T load from the point of view of the load 
rather than from the point of view of the induction machine. 
With regard toT~_;,., it should be noted that this torque, like any torque, is mechanical 
in nature. T~_;,. is referred to as an "electromagnetic" torque to identify it as the torque resulting 
from the electromechanical conversion process taking place in the machine air gap. 
The load torque T1oaa consists of the friction and windage resistance torque T1+w_load in the 
load assembly, the inertial load torque Tj_lodd (= l 1oJ1.) that opposes acceleration of the load 
assembly, and the torque Twork_loaa that must be overcome to perform useful mechanical work 
on the load. This process is expressed in Equation (1.2). 
(1.2) 
Positive T1oadt Tf+w_load, Tj_load, and Twork_loaa oppose the prime mover T~_;,., i.e., they act clockwise 
when viewed from the load looking towards the induction machine. The tenns Tf+w_lotld and Tj_load 
refer only to that part of the load torque that does not involve useful mechanical work. Friction, 
windage and inertial components of the load torque that represent useful mechanical work will 
be considered in this thesis to be components ofT work_loaa- In practice, the distinction between 
useful and non-useful mechanical work may not always be clearly defined or measurable. The 
motivation for making the distinction is that it emphasizes the fact that every motor application 
has some functional objective that is accomplished by the performance of mechanical work. It 
may be useful to consider loads as generic rotating mechanical assemblies with moment of 
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inertia JIODJ7 and characteristic Tf+w_loaJ vs. (I) and Twork._IOlld vs. e, (1), a, or t (i.e., time) functional 
relationships. The objective of the mechanical load emulation system is to emulate T1oat~- To 
achieve this, the components of T10lld must be defined as functions of t, ro, a, or a. 
Consider the friction and windage torque component Tf+w of either the induction machine 
or load. Tf+w consists of viscous, coulomb, and windage torque components. Viscous frictional 
torque is due to the viscosity of the thin film of lubricant between the induction machine or 
load shaft and bearing. Coulomb frictional torque is a result of the direct interaction between 
the molecules of the induction machine or load shaft and the bearing. It can be shown, by 
considering the properties of a thin film of viscous fluid between two concentric cylinders, that 
the viscous frictional component of Tf+w is directly proportional to the rotational speed ro ([5], 
Equation (9.7.2)). If the induction machine and load shaft bearings are well-lubricated, it turns 
out that this is the dominant component of the friction and windage torque, and Ti+w may be 
approximated as a linear function of ro ([6], Pages 3-4), as expressed in Equation (1.3). 
(1.3) 
In Equation (1.3), the constant Kf+w is an experimentally determined constant of proportionality 
that is characteristic of a particular machine or load assembly. 
The inertial torque 1j of either the induction machine or load is equal to Ja, where J is 
the mechanical moment of inertia of either the induction machine or load assembly. 
The component of the load torque that involves useful mechanical work, Tworl:_loaJt is a 
characteristic of a given load. Twork._IOlld may be a function of ro, 6, a, or t. For many loads, 
Twork_IOlld is a function of the single variable ro. These loads are characterized by plots of Twork_IOtJd 
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vs. ro. The (TworJc_1~-(ro) plane is shown in Figure 1.2, with the four quadrants identified. It is 
understood that the; quadrant descriptions in Figure 1.2 identify the mode of operation of the 
machine under test (i.e., the induction machine), not the load. For example, when TworJc_IO<Id and 
ro are both positive, the induction machine is delivering power to the load. It is the induction 
machine, not the load, that is operating in the forward motor region. 
The Tworlc_IO<Id vs. ro curve for a typical compressor load is shown in Figure 1.3. This is 
an example of a nearly constant TworJc_IO<Id vs. ro characteristic. The compressor depicted in Figure 
1.3 supplies a constant pressure system, and Tworlc_Ioaa varies little with ro. The action of the 
compressor is unidirectional, so operation only in the frrst (forward motor action) quadrant of 
the (Tworlc_1~-(ro) plane is relevant ([6], Page 7). 
For blower or centrifugal pump loads, TworJc_loaa opposes motion and is approximately 
proportional to or ([6], Page 7). Equation (1.4) expresses this relationship. 
(1.4) 
In Equation (1.4), Kblow~r_or_pump is an experimentally determined constant that depends on the 
load. The action of the blower or pump is normally unidirectional, and braking is normally 
provided by the fluid, so operation only in the frrst quadrant of the (Twork_1~-(ro) plane is 
relevant ([6], Pages 7-8). 
Figure 1.4 illustrates an application in which a strip of material, such as steel, plastic, 
or paper, emerges from a mill and is wound onto a take-up roll. The strip emerges from the mill 
at a constant speed v.rtrip· The take-up roll must wind the strip onto the roll at the constant speed 
v.rtrip and at a constant tension F,~nsion· Equation (1.5) expresses the requirements on the torque 
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Troll applied by the take-up roll to the strip and mill (positive Troll' which is the system prime 
mover in this example, acts in the counterclockwise direction), the rotational speed ro, and 
mechanical power p roll delivered by the take-up roll to the strip and mill in order for this task 
to be accomplished. 
p roll = Troll (I) 
= (F rotlrroll)(:mp) 
roll 
= F r stnp 
(
v . ) 
( I~ILSiOII roll) --
= F . v . 
UILSIOII .stnp 
=K 
cp 
r ro11 
(1.5) 
In Equation (1.5), it should be noted that Troll' ro, and rroll are variable quantities. Equation (1.5) 
indicates that if the take-up roll winds in the strip at the required torque and speed, the 
mechanical power delivered by the take-up roll to the strip and mill will be constant and equal 
to Proll· 
The take-up roll is an example of a constant power load. Equation (1.6) expresses 
Twort_loaJ as a function of ro for constant power loads. 
(1.6) 
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A plot of Twork._load vs. ro for a typical constant power load is shown in Figure 1.5. 
In constant power load applications, the magnitude of Twork._loaa must increase as ro 
decreases. This inverse relationship between torque and speed indicates a fundamental difference 
between constant power loads and most other loads, including the compressor, blower, and 
pump loads discussed earlier in this section. In the example of the take-up roll, if the motor 
driving the take-up roll attempts to increase the take-up speed, the load torque will not decrease 
as Equation (1.6) suggests. In this example, ro is not an independent variable, but is constrained 
by the rate at which the strip emerges from the mill. Equation (1.6) expresses a desired 
relationship between torque and speed that depends on the active control of the motor driving 
the take-up roll for its validity. 
Figure 1.6 is a free body force diagram illustrating the effect of gravity on a robot ann. 
It can be seen that the load torque Twork._loaa applied by the robot ann on the motor driving it is 
a function of the angular position a of the robot arm. The relationship between T work._loaa and a 
is expressed in Equation (1.7). 
T work._load = K,in(Q) {sin[9]) (1.7) 
Equation (1.7) is an example of a position dependent load. The value of Twork._loaa in 
Equation (1.7) is unrelated to ro. Note that for 180° < 9 < 360°, TworA:_loaa is negative. If m is 
positive, the robot ann performs positive mechanical work on the driving motor for 
t80° < a < 360°. 
In transportation applications, mechanical work is performed on the load to accelerate 
the load and overcome friction and windage resistance between the load and the road (or tracks) 
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and surrounding air. Often, the work required to accelerate the load is the dominant component 
of Twork_loatJ- In these cases, Twort_loaa may be approximated by the expression on the right-hand 
side of Equation (1.8). 
T = T. = J a work_load J_work_load work_load (1.8) 
In Equation (1.8), the term lwort_loaa refers to that part of the load moment of inertia that is 
accelerated for the purpose of performing useful mechanical work. The inertial load torque 
T}_wort_load is unrelated to the present value of ro, and the mode of system operation may be in 
any of the four quadrants of the (Twork_1~-(ro) plane. 
For the loads described in this section, Twor#.:_loaa is a function of either ro, 9, or a. Tf+w_load 
and Tj_load are functions of ro and a. Equation (1.9) is general formulation that incorporates the 
relationships between T load and ro, 9, a, and t for these loads. 
Tloaa = Kru~d + K,gn((I)J(sgn[ro]) 
+ K(l)ro + K(J)I\2(sgn[ro])ro2 
+ min[K,,..!, T.,,. Jsgn[co]) 
+ K,ia[eJ (sin[9]) + Kc05[&J (cos[9]) 
+ Kia + K11,1(f[t]) 
(1.9) 
In Equation (1.9), the Kr&Xed term represents a constant magnitude load torque acting in a fixed 
direction, as in a hoist application; the K,gn((I)J(sgn[ ro]) term represents a constant magnitude load 
torque that opposes motion. Models for the loads described in the preceding paragraphs - and 
for most other loads - can be realized by setting the coefficients in Equation (1.9) to the 
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appropriate values. 
The implementation of Equation (1.9) was the primary objective of this project. Equation 
(1.9) suggests the requirements for such a system: the system must monitor the values of 9, ro, 
and a, and use this information to calculate and emulate T1oaJ in real time. Some of the ways 
in which this has been done and the approach taken in this project are described in the 
remainder of this chapter. 
1.3 Previous Work 
Mechanical load emulators, based on dynamometers, have been used for many years in 
the performance evaluation of automotive engines, electric motors, and other motive devices. 
These dynamometers were either mechanical devices, consisting of a hydraulic brake to emulate 
a passive load torque and of flywheels to emulate the inertial load component, or electric de 
machines. Mechanical dynamometers do not usually use real time control. They are a direct 
mechanical equivalent of an expected load. For example, the emulation of an inertial load using 
a flywheel does not require acceleration measurement or computing capabilities. The flywheel 
emulates the inertial load naturally and without real time control. One drawback of this 
approach is that the moments of inertia that can be emulated are limited to the flywheels 
available at a testing site. 
In 1981 S. D'Angelo and R. D. Gafford reported on a microcomputer controlled de 
machine dynamometer [7], [8]. This dynamometer provided greater flexibility in emulating 
loads over a range of load characteristics. However, an electric machine dynamometer does not 
possess an inherent similarity to the load being emulated, and real time feedback control of the 
dynamometer was required. In the emulation of inertial loads, feedback control is difficult. 
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Acceleration measurements are inherently noisy, and the time delay involved in the computation 
and implementation of the load torque command introduces a phase lag, which results in a 
tendency towards instability. The dynamometer of D'Angelo and Gafford utilized speed and 
torque feedback measurement information to regulate the load torque. Inertial loads were 
emulated using a combination of feedforward and feedback torque control. Feedforward torque 
control commands were calculated using an estimate of the expected acceleration, which was 
calculated from speed and torque measurements and from known characteristics of the engine 
and dynamometer. The use of expected rather than measured acceleration in computing the load 
torque command overcame the problem of noise in the acceleration measurements. The use of 
feedforward torque control compensated for the delays involved in calculating and implementing 
the load torque command, but introduced some error into the load torque. Feedback torque 
control corrected for this error. This dynamometer was reported to have worked well in 
automotive engine testing applications, although results were not presented. 
In 1993, S.F. Gorman and J.J. Cathey reported on a synchronous machine dynamometer 
built for the purpose of evaluating the performance of electric machine drives [9]. The 
synchronous machine was configured as an electric generator, with an SCR phase controlled 
converter and resistive load bank connected across its armature terminals. The system used 
speed and torque feedback information to calculate the load torque command and regulated the 
synchronous machine armature current to emulate arbitrary torque-speed characteristics in the 
frrst quadrant of the T-ro plane. A passive load that included an inertial load torque component 
was emulated. One advantage of this dynamometer was that the synchronous machine drive 
required power only for the SCR control circuitry. Its main drawback was the limitation of its 
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operation to a portion of the frrst quadrant of the T-ro plane. This limits the system to the 
emulation of passive loads, which precludes the emulation of many position dependent and 
inertial loads. 
In 1986, Curtis Wasko reported on the use of an induction machine dynamometer [ 1 0]. 
This system used speed and torque feedback measurements to calculate the load torque 
command. An induction machine using a field oriented controller and drive was used to emulate 
the desired load torque. This dynamometer was used to test the steady state perfonnance of 
industrial motor and drive combinations in the four quadrants of the T-ro plane. Inertial loads 
were not emulated. One unique feature of this dynamometer was its ability to process the 
energy absorbed by the dynamometer through power conversion circuitry and return it to the 
induction machine electrical power source. This feature was of interest because the electric 
machine and drive systems tested by this dynamometer were large (20 to 500 hp ), and 
conservation of the large amounts of energy absorbed by the dynamometer was an important 
consideration. 
In 1994, E. R. Collins, Jr., and Y. Huang reported on an induction machine 
dynamome~r that used a proportional-integral indirect field oriented controller to emulate 
dynamically changing loads, including loads with an inertial load torque component [11]. The 
dynamometer was capable of four-quadrant operation. Results were presented for a constant 
load torque, speed square load, and a step change in load torque; in each case, an inertial load 
torque component was incorporated into the load model. 
In 1991, a de machine dynamometer was reported on that incorporated a model for an 
elastic coupling into the control algorithm used to compute the load torque command [12]. The 
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time delay involved in the calculation and implementation of the load torque command was 
compensated for by the dynamometer controller. This system emulated inertial loads and 
incorporated the effects of an elastic coupling into the load model. Results from the emulation 
of these loads were presented. 
The design of the mechanical load emulation system described in this thesis was guided 
by three objectives: 
1. The system should be capable of good dynamic performance, so that accurate 
emulation of dynamic loads is possible. 
2. The system should be capable of operating in the four quadrants of the T-oo 
plane, so that emulation of active and passive loads, including .position 
dependent and inertial loads, is possible. 
3. The system should be inexpensive, utilize resources already available in the 
lab wherever possible, and be relatively simple in design and implementation. 
The synchronous machine dynamometer reported on by Gorman and Cathey [9] is 
inexpensive and relatively simple in design and construction. Its main drawback is the limitation 
of its operation to the frrst quadrant of the T-oo plane. This dynamometer would not be able to 
emulate active loads, including many loads for which the dominant component is either position 
or acceleration dependent 
The induction machine dynamometers reported on by Wasko [ 1 0] and by Collins and 
Huang [11] are capable of four-quadrant operation. The dynamometer of Collins and Huang 
successfully emulated loads with an inertial torque component. The main drawback of using an 
induction machine dynamometer at an induction machine research testbed is that it involves, 
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to some extent, measuring the unknown with the unknown. The objective of the induction 
machine research testbed is the investigation of the dynamic performance of induction machine 
control methods, including field oriented control, in driving known loads. Use of an induction 
machine dynamometer with a field oriented controller as part of the test equipment in such an 
investigation could result in ambiguous experimental results. 
Of the available options, the de machine offered the best combination of dynamic 
performance and ease of use. The main drawback of the de machine is its cost, but a de 
machine and drive were already available in the laboratory, so the cost of the machine and drive 
was not an important consideration. The complexity involved in implementing an induction 
machine dynamometer would have resulted in that option being more costly, in terms of man-
hours and the computational hardware and software that would been required. Therefore, a de 
machine and drive, similar to that reported on by D'Angelo and Gafford [7], [8] and by 
Matsumoto, Umida, and Ozaki [12], was selected as the load torque generating element for the 
mechanical load emulation system described in this thesis. 
The computation and transmission of torque commands to the de machine and drive 
were performed using the resources of the induction machine controller at the research testbed. 
This reduced the reserve of computational resources available for the induction machine 
controller, but not significantly, since the computations involved in the control of the de 
machine were relatively simple. 
The induction machine research testbed in its original configuration had the capability 
of measuring and calculating angular speed, position, and acceleration. However, th~ speed 
measurement accuracy and response time did not meet the requirements of either the induction 
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machine controller or the mechanical load emulation system. Therefore, a high performance 
digital tachometer was built and added to the testbed for use by these systems. 
Several of the dynamometers described earlier in this section utilized torque feedback 
measurements [7]-[10]. The availability of these measurements makes feedback control of the 
load torque possible, with potential improvements in accuracy and performance. There is a 
torque measurement instrument at the research testbed, but its accuracy and measurement 
response time are insufficient for use in a real time control system. Therefore, an open loop 
controller was used to regulate the load torque in the system described in this thesis. A better 
quality torque measurement device is an improvement that may be added later to the system. 
One of the dynamometers described earlier in this section, the induction machine 
dynamometer reported on by Wasko [10], was able to return the electrical energy generated by 
the dynamometer to the induction machine drive electrical power source. This capability was 
important in that application, which involved acceptance testing of large (20 to 500 hp) machine 
and drive systems for industrial applications. It was not, however, incorporated into the system 
described in this thesis. The machines at the research testbed are too small (1.5 to 2 hp) to 
justify the additional complexity that would have resulted from the addition of this capability. 
Instead, a resistive load bank was used to dissipate the electrical power generated by the 
dynamometer. 
The motivation for building the mechanical load emulator derives from the induction 
machine research project of which it is a part. The testbed at which this research has been 
carried out will be described in the next section. 
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1.4 A Research Testbed for the Development and Evaluation of Induction Machine 
Control Methods · 
In 1992, a research testbed for the development and evaluation of induction machine 
control methods was built at the University of Illinois [2]. The testbed was part of an ongoing 
research effort in the area of induction machine control. A block diagram of the testbed in its 
original configuration is shown in Figure 1. 7. 
The testbed includes an induction machine, data acquisition circuitry, an inverter, 
sufficient computing and memory capabilities to implement complex control algorithms in real 
time, and a serial communications link to a pc for downloading run time data. The data 
acquisition capabilities of the testbed include measurement of the induction machine armature 
winding voltage and current and the induction machine rotational speed and position. The 
optical encoder on the induction machine is an incremental encoder with two channels in 
quadrature, each with 1000 encoder pulses per revolution. The frame period or sampling interval 
of the system is 256 ps. In the original configuration of the testbed, the angular speed of the 
induction machine was measured using one of the counters on the 8096BH microcontroller to 
keep a running count of the number of encoder pulses, and then using this count to calculate 
the average speed over a 16 frame, or 3.9 ms, time interval. 
The objective of the testbed was to provide a flexible research laboratory for the 
development and evaluation of induction machine control methods. Of immediate interest was 
the experimental evaluation and comparison of proposed control methods that had previously 
been studied using computer simulations [ 1]. The testbed is functional, and this work is 
presently being carried out [13]. 
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1.5 Scope and Objectives of This Project 
The purpose of the project described in this thesis was to add a mechanical load 
emulation capability to the induction machine research testbed described in [2] and Section 1.4. 
It was desired to do this using hardware available at the research bench, and to do it in a way 
that would not unnecessarily increase the hardware or software overhead of the testbed. A block 
diagram of the testbed with the mechanical load emulation system added is shown in Figure 1.8. 
This system includes a high performance digital tachometer, which was built to obtain the more 
accurate and timely speed and acceleration measurements that are required to calculate the load 
torque command for speed and acceleration dependent loads. The speed measurement system 
utilized the C30 digital signal processor clock and the C30 computing and interface capabilities. 
A two horsepower de machine and drive available at the bench were used to emulate the load 
torque. The computing capabilities already present at the testbed for control of the induction 
machine were used to control the load torque emulator as well. 
In Figure 1.8, the optical encoder output, required for measurement of the rotational 
speed, is connected through an electrical interface on the sensor interface board (Sffi) to a speed 
measurement circuit on the digital signal processor (DSP) board. This circuit processes the 
encoder signal and performs some of the functions required for the measurement of speed from 
the encoder pulse train. The speed measurement circuit interfaces with the C30 expansion bus. 
The C30 acquires speed measurement data from the speed measurement circuit and performs 
the calculations required to find the rotational speed, position, and acceleration. The C30 uses 
this information to calculate the load torque command. The load torque command is transferred 
to the 8096BH microcontroller once per frame, which sends it to the pc via a serial 
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communications link. The pc acquires the torque command and utilizes a d/a converter in one 
of the pc expansion slots to convert the torque command to an analog voltage, which is applied 
to the control input of the de machine drive. The de machine drive controls the annature current 
of the de machine, which determines the torque produced by the de machine. 
The objectives of the remainder of this thesis are to describe the architecture and 
principles of operation of the mechanical load emulation system and to demonstrate its 
capabilities. Chapter 2 discusses the issues involved in the design of the speed measurement 
system and describes its architecture, operation, and performance. Chapter 3 describes the 
design, operation, and performance of the load torque producing unit of the system. Chapter 4 
demonstrates the ability of the system to emulate some of the loads discussed in Section 1.2. 
Chapter 5 discusses the limitations of the system, draws conclusions, and presents suggestions 
for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 
SPEED MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
For most mechanical loads of interest, the load torque is a function of the rotational 
speed, position, or acceleration of the induction machine and load assembly. A mechanical load 
emulation system must measure these quantities to emulate speed, position, and acceleration 
dependent loads. This chapter describes a high performance digital speed measurement system 
that was designed, built, and incorporated into the induction machine research testbed described 
in Section 1.4. 
A block diagram of the speed measurement system is shown in Figure 2.1. In this figure, 
the optical encoder is the speed measurement transducer. It produces two logic level pulse train 
signals in quadrature, each of which consists of 1000 pulses per induction machine revolution. 
The sensor interface board (SIB) provides an electrical interface between the optical encoder 
and the speed measurement circuit and processes the encoder signal to generate a direction 
signal. The speed measurement circuit provides counting, timing, and signal processing 
functions to implement the speed measurement algorithm. The C30 digital signal processor 
reads the output of the speed measurement circuit, and uses it to calculate speed, position, and 
acceleration. The C30 also initializes and supervises the speed measurement circuit, and is the 
interface between the speed measurement system and the rest of the induction machine research 
testbed. 
In the following discussion of the speed measurement system, the terms "speed 
measurement system" and "speed measurement circuit" are not used interchangeably. The term 
"speed measurement system" refers to the system consisting of the optical encoder, signal 
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interfaces, direction signal generator, speed measurement circuit, and C30, as depicted in 
Figure 2.1. The "speed measurement circuit" is a subsystem of the "speed measurement system." 
Section 2.1 describes some common speed measurement transducers and surveys 
previous work in the area of speed measurement Section 2.2 discusses the performance 
objectives and relevant design issues of the speed measurement system. Section 2.3 describes 
the architecture and principles of operation of the speed measurement system. Section 2.4 
presents some demonstrations of the capabilities of the speed measurement system and 
compares demonstrated performance with the performance objectives. Section 2.5 discusses 
some of the issues involved in position measurement and in the calculation of acceleration from 
speed measurements. 
2.1 Background and Previous Work 
2.1.1 Speed measurement transducers 
Three commonly used speed measurement transducers are the de generator tachometer, 
the magnetic pickup tachometer, and the optical encoder. 
The de generator tachometer [14] is a permanent magnet de generator mounted on the 
shaft of the machine whose speed is to be measured. The analog voltage at the generator 
armature tenninals is approximately proportional to the machine speed, as expressed in 
Equation (2.1) ([15], Equation (9.2.3)). 
(2.1) 
In Equation (2.1), «<>!_«_~«h is the permanent magnetic flux along the tachometer field axis, 
K!_«_~«h is a constant, Ea_«_~«h is the voltage induced in the tachometer armature winding, and 
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V,_Jc_rach is the voltage at the tachometer armature terminals. If the magnitude of the current 
drawn from the tachometer armature winding is small, and this is normally the case, then 
V,_dc_rac11 = Ea_Jc_rac~a· One drawback of the de generator tachometer is that the strength of the 
permanent magnetic field is susceptible to variation with changes in temperature and over long 
periods of time. This reduces the accuracy of the tachometer and necessitates frequent tuning. 
Another drawback is the wear that occurs on the tachometer commutator and brushes. This 
requires periodic maintenance and precludes some applications in explosive atmospheres or 
other harsh environments. Direct-current generator tachometers have been in wide use for over 
40 years. In recent years they have been replaced in some applications by magnetic pickup and 
optical encoder digital tachometers [ 16]. 
The magnetic pickup tachometer [14] produces a signal based on changes in angular 
position. It consists of a toothed gear mounted on the shaft of the machine whose speed is to 
be measured. In Figure 2.2, a magnetic sensor close to the face of the toothed gear senses 
variations in reluctance as the gear teeth rotate past it This signal can be processed to produce 
a pulse train signal whose frequency is proportional to the rotational speed. Magnetic pickup 
tachometers provide more reliable speed measurements than de generator tachometers, and with 
less maintenance. These tachometers are simple and rugged. Their primary limitation is that 
they cannot measure low speeds (i.e., speeds less than approximately 50 rpm). The magnetic 
reluctance sensors used in these tachometers are passive devices, and the strength of the output 
signal is proportional to the frequency. At low speeds, the signal to noise ratio becomes too low 
to use the signal. Another limitation of magnetic pickup tachometers is that the speed 
measurement resolution is not as good as that of some other measurement devices (e~ g., optical 
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encoders, discussed later in this section). This is primarily due to the relatively wide spacing 
between gear teeth. In some sense, magnetic pickup tachometers trade low speed measurement 
capability and good measurement resolution for ruggedness and reliability. There are many 
engine and electric motor applications for which low speed measurement capability and 
extremely precise measurement resolution are not required. Many of these applications require 
a rugged and reliable tachometer, and are well served by magnetic pickup tachometers. 
It should be noted, referring to Figure 2.2, that the magnetic pickup tachometer output 
is (before processing) an analog signal that potentially conveys position information between 
pulses. If the gear teeth are cut appropriately, use of this information could improve the speed 
measurement resolution. 
Optical encoders [ 14] employ the same principle used in magnetic pickup tachometers 
except that variations in light intensity rather than magnetic reluctance are the source of the 
signal pulses. Figure 2.3 illustrates the operation of an optical encoder. The optical encoder disk 
is usually made of glass, with a metal coating. There are evenly spaced slots in the metal 
coating around the circumference of the disk. These slots cause the pulsed variation in light 
transmission that produces the digital encoder signal. The encoder disk slots can be made very 
accurately. Optical encoders are available with over 5000 optical slots per revolution. This 
permits high resolution speed measurements down to very low speeds. The output signal of an 
optical encoder is sent to a digital counting and timing system, and the rotational speed can be 
computed from the counter and timer outputs. Two slotted disks, with the slots offset from one 
another, are often used to produce a two-channel quadrature output, as shown in Figure 2.4. 
This permits determination of the direction of rotation ([2], Pages 79-80). 
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Optical encoders provide the precise speed resolution and low speed measurement 
capability that magnetic pickup tachometers cannot. However, optical encoders are fragile and 
cannot be used in applications in which they will be subjected to mechanical shocks and 
vibrations. The optical encoder and magnetic pick up tachometer represent the tradeoff in speed 
measurement devices between precision on the one hand, and ruggedness and reliability on the 
other. 
2.1.2 Determining speed from encoder signals: previous work 
Three methods have been used to calculate speed from an encoder signal. These are the 
following: 
1. The direct pulse counting measurement method. 
2. The single pulse time measurement method. 
3. The constant elapsed time (CET) measurement method. 
In the simplest of the three methods, the direct pulse counting method [ 17], the speed 
measurement system counts the number of encoder pulses cP occurring in one fixed 
measurement period ts. Speed may be calculated from the measured count cP using Equation 
(2.2). 
ro = (~)c mt P 
s 
(2.2) 
In Equation (2.2), m represents the number of encoder divisions per revolution. The 
measurement period ts is fixed, and one floating point multiplication operation (i.e., no 
divisions) is needed to calculate ro in real time. The advantage of the direct pulse counting 
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method is its simplicity. There are several disadvantages. One is that the measurement 
resolution depends on the value of cP, and therefore on speed. At low speeds, as the value of 
cP decreases, the measurement resolution becomes progressively worse. Another drawback is 
that in order to improve the measurement resolution at any given speed, the length of the fixed 
measurement period ts must be increased. This tradeoff between measurement resolution and 
response time means that it may not be possible to meet the requirements for both. For 
example, suppose that a measurement resolution of ±1 part in 100 is desired at a speed of 
2000 rpm (ro = 209.4 rad/s), and that the encoder has 1000 divisions per revolution (m = 1000). 
To achieve the desired measurement resolution, the number of encoder pulses cP occurring in 
one fiXed measurement period must be greater than or equal to 100. Substituting these values 
for ro, m, and cP into Equation (2.2) and solving for ts results in ts = 3.0 ms. By the same 
reasoning, it can be shown that a measurement period of ts = 30 ms would be required to 
achieve a measurement resolution of ± 1 part in 1000 at the same speed. 
In the second method of calculating speed, the single pulse time measurement method 
[ 17], the speed measurement system counts the number of pulses c, of a high speed clock signal 
occurring during one encoder pulse period. Speed may be calculated from this information using 
Equation (2.3). 
0) = (21Cfc l1 
m)c, (2.3) 
In Equation (2.3), m is the number of encoder divisions per revolution, fc is the frequency of 
the high speed clock signal, and c, is the number of clock pulses counted during one encoder 
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pulse period. This method requires that a floating point division be performed to calculate co 
in real time. Note that the measurement resolution improves as c, increases, i.e., as ro decreases. 
A satisfactory measurement resolution can be guaranteed over any desired speed range if the 
clock frequency fc is made high enough. For example, if a measurement resolution of ±1 part 
in 100 at a speed of 2000 rpm (ro = 209.4 rad/s) is desired, and there are 1000 encoder 
divisions per revolution (m = 1000), Equation (2.3) can be used to show (by solving for fc) that 
this measurement resolution can be achieved if the clock frequency fc is equal to or greater than 
3.3 MHz. A measurement resolution of ±1 part in 1000 at the same speed can be achieved if 
fc is greater than or equal to 33 MHz. Although any desired measurement resolution can be 
achieved using the single pulse time measurement method by using a sufficiently high clock 
frequency fc, the clock frequency required may be too high to be feasible. This may limit the 
usefulness of the single pulse time measurement method in some applications. 
The limitations of the direct pulse counting and the single pulse time measurement 
methods can be overcome by using a combination of the two methods, called the constant 
elapsed time (CET) measurement method [17]. An illustration depicting this method is shown 
in Figure 2.5. In the CET measurement method, the number of clock pulses c, and the number 
of encoder pulses cP are counted until a minimum desirable number of clock pulses, c,_min' have 
elapsed. At the incidence of the next optical encoder pulse occurring after c,_min clock pulses 
have elapsed, the counts of the encoder pulses cP and clock pulses c, are latched and recorded. 
Speed is calculated from the measured counts cP and c, using Equation (2.4). 
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ro = (2xfcJ CP 
m c, 
(2.4) 
Equation (2.4) indicates that implementation of the CET measurement method requires a 
floating point multiplication and division to calculate ro in real time. With the CET 
measurement method, the desired measurement resolution can be achieved by setting the 
appropriate value for c,_,.,.. For example, if a measurement resolution of ±1 part in 1000 is 
desired, c,_,.,. should be set to a value greater than or equal to 1000. This ensures that each 
measurement period will be of at least 1000 clock counts duration. At higher rotational speeds, 
the number of clock counts occurring during one encoder pulse period may be less than c,_,.,.. 
The desired measurement resolution is obtained in this situation by extending the measurement 
period to include more encoder pulses as needed until c,_,.;,. clock pulses have elapsed. 
Comparison of Equation (2.4) with Equation (2.3) indicates that when cP = 1, the CET 
and single pulse time measurement methods are equivalent. This situation occurs at low speeds, 
when the number of clock pulses occurring during one encoder pulse period exceeds c,_,.,.. 
At least one encoder pulse is needed for each speed measurement using the CET and 
single pulse time measurement methods. As ro decreases, the time interval between consecutive 
encoder pulses increases. As ro approaches zero, this interval approaches infinity. At some point, 
the measurement period becomes unacceptably long, because the machine control system 
requires speed feedback information at some minimum rate. One way of approaching this 
problem is to set a maximum number of clock counts, c,_INJX" and if c,_max clock counts elapse 
before an encoder pulse occurs, the speed ro is set to zero. This means that there is a certain 
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minimum speed that can be resolved, which may be found by substituting cP = 1 and c, = c,_max 
into Equation (2.4), as expressed in Equation (2.5). 
(2.5) 
Another approach to this problem is to use previous values of ro to estimate current values of 
ro during the time that the system is waiting for the next encoder pulse to occur after c,_mi,. clock 
counts have elapsed. 
The CET speed measurement method was implemented by R. Bonert [ 17], who used an 
encoder with 1024 divisions per revolution (m = 1024) and a dedicated 68HC11 microcontroller 
with fc = 2 MHz, c,_min = 2000 (i.e., tmi,. = 1 ms), and c,_max = 4600 (i.e., tmax = 2.3 ms). A 
measurement resolution of better than ±1 part in 2000 was achieved over a speed range of 
25.5 to 4883 rpm. 
For the tachometer reported on by Bonert, the microcontroller had to service the counters 
each time they were ready to be read, and part of the interrupt service routine had to be 
completed before the arrival of the next encoder pulse. This limited the maximum measurable 
encoder pulse rate to approximately 90 kHz, which corresponded to a speed of approximately 
4883 rpm ((60 · 90000)/m = (60 · 90000)/1024 = 5273 rpm= 4883 rpm). In this case, the 
maximum measurable speed was sufficient for most applications. M. Prokin [18] built a 
tachometer utilizing the CET speed measurement method in which some of the functions 
performed by the interrupt service routine in the tachometer reported on by Bonert were 
performed by the circuit hardware. This increased the maximum measurable encoder pulse rate 
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from 90 kHz to 2 MHz. The maximum measurable encoder pulse rate determines the maximum 
measurable speed for a given encoder (i.e., for a given value of m). For m = 1000, the 
maximum measurable encoder pulse rates of 90 kHz and 2 MHz cited above correspond to 
maximum measurable speeds of 5400 rpm and 120000 rpm, respectively. Form= 4000, these 
same maximum measurable encoder pulse rates correspond to maximum measurable speeds of 
1350 rpm and 30000 rpm, respectively. Since a maximum measurable speed of 1350 rpm may 
be too low for some applications, it may not always be possible to implement the tachometer 
reported on by Bonert using an encoder with 4000 divisions per revolution. These 
considerations indicate a limitation of the Bonert tachometer - that using an encoder with a 
higher number of divisions per revolution (i.e., with a higher value of m) reduces the range of 
speeds that can be measured. The tachometer of Prokin overcomes this limitation. The 
motivation for increasing the value of m is that using an encoder with a larger value of m 
improves the ability of the tachometer to measure low speeds. 
For the speed measurement system described in this thesis, the constant elapsed time 
(CET) speed measurement method was selected because it offers the best combination of good 
measurement resolution and response time over the measurable speed range. Using an approach 
similar to that of Prokin, the counting and timing functions needed to implement the CET speed 
measurement algorithm were performed by the speed measurement circuit hardware, so that the 
value of m would not be a factor limiting the measurable speed range. The issues involved in 
the design of this tachometer are discussed in Section 2.2. 
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2.2 Performance Objectives and Design Issues 
The design of the speed measurement system was guided by three performance 
objectives. These were the following: 
1. The measurable speed range should be from 0 to ±5000 rpm. 
2. The speed measurement resolution should be better than ±0.1 percent (i.e., 
±1 part in 1000) over the measurable speed range. 
3. The speed measurement response time should be less than one system 
sampling (or frame) period (256 ps) over the measurable speed range. The 
speed measurement response time is understood here to mean the length of 
the speed measurement period, or window, i.e., the length of the time interval 
during which the encoder signal is monitored to obtain one speed data point. 
Objective #1 was dictated by the speed range of the induction machine at the research 
testbed. This is a two-pole machine with a nameplate speed rating of 2000 rpm. It can be run 
at 3600 rpm. Speed measurement capability up to ±5000 rpm ensures that any speed at which 
the induction machine might conceivably be run is measurable. 
Objective #3 was motivated by the requirement that the speed measurement system 
response time be much faster than the maximum expected rate of change of speed. To get an 
idea of what this rate of change would be, consider the maximum torque T max that might be 
applied to accelerate the unloaded induction machine. This torque is expressed in Equation (2.6) 
as a function of the magnitude V11_im (line-to-line) and frequency ro~_im of the voltage applied to 
the induction machine stator winding terminals ([3], Equation (4.18)). 
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IVu_;mF 
Tmax = ----~--------------------------~ 
2ro,_,.,(R,_;., ... JR,~;., ... ro!_;.,(Lu_;., ... L1,_;.,)2 ) 
(2.6) 
If the magnitude of the applied voltage at a given electrical frequency is limited to a value that 
produces the rated flux cf>ra~d_;m' so that V11_.:m = cf>r~d_.:mro~_.:m, then Equation (2.6) can be simplified 
to express T max as a function of the single variable ro~_;m· Equation (2.7) is the result of this 
simplification. 
cpl (1) T max = _ ____;,___;,.. ___ r~_d __ im_~_-;m _ ____;,____;, __ _ 
2(R,_.., ... JR.~; .. ... ro!_;.,(Lu_;., ... L,,_...)') (2.7) 
The rated flux cf>r~d_im of the induction machine at the research testbed is 0.5730 V -s. Parameter 
values are Rs_.:m = 0.4151 n, L~s_;m = L1r_im = 0.0032 H, and l;m = 0.0016 kgm. The maximum 
acceleration amax of the unloaded induction machine (neglecting friction and windage resistance) 
is equal to the maximum torque developed in the machine divided by its moment of inertia l;m· 
This relationship is expressed in Equation (2.8). 
T 
a =~ 
max J . 
•m 
(2.8) 
The time t1cro required to produce a one percent change in speed when T max is applied to the 
unloaded induction machine is given by Equation (2.9). 
t = (0.01)ro = (0.01)ro~_;m 
•cro a a 
max max 
(2.9) 
In Equation (2.9), the assumption is made that the mechanical speed ro is approximately equal 
to the electrical speed ro~_.:m, i.e., that the induction machine is a two-pole machine (which it is 
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in this case), and that the per unit slip is small. This approximation is sufficiently accurate for 
the purpose of this discussion, which is to guide the design process. 
Equations (2.6) through (2.9) were used to compute the values in Table 2.1. This table 
lists values of T tnaX' atnaX' and t11fo for various speeds over the measurable speed range. Column 
5 of Table 2.1 indicates that the minimum time t11fo required for a one percent change in speed 
of the unloaded induction machine depends on the speed, but is on the order of one system 
frame period (256 ps) for most speeds. A speed measurement system with a response time of 
less than 256 ps measures speed over a time interval during which the maximum change in 
speed is on the order of 1 percent. Such a system essentially takes "snapshots" of the speed. 
The constant elapsed time (CET) measurement method discussed in Section 2.1.2 was 
selected to implement the speed measurement process, because it produces good measurement 
resolution and response time over the measurable speed range. An illustration depicting the CET 
measurement method was shown in Figure 2.5. In this figure, the measurement period, or 
window, starts with a positive transition of the encoder signal. The measurement period ends 
with the first positive transition of the encoder signal occurring after c,_min clock pulses have 
occurred. The number of encoder pulses cP and the number of clock pulses c, that occur during 
the measurement period are recorded. The speed ro is calculated using Equation (2.4), which 
is repeated here as Equation (2.1 0) for convenience. 
(2.10) 
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In Equation (2.10), m is the number of encoder divisions per revolution; fc is the clock 
frequency signal. 
The accuracy of the CET speed measurement method depends on the accuracy of the 
encoder division spacing. If the encoder divisions are not evenly spaced, the accuracy of the 
CET method degrades. Note that this is not the case for the direct pulse counting speed 
measurement method (discussed in Section 2.1.2). For the direct pulse counting method, 
unevenness on the order of a few percent in the encoder division spacing does not significantly 
affect the accuracy of speed measurements. For the CET method, if a speed measurement 
accuracy of ±0.1 percent is desired, the accuracy of the encoder division spacing must be better 
than ±0.1 percent Thus, the CET method, while capable of better performance, is dependent 
on the accuracy of the encoder division spacing. Fortunately, the division spacing in optical 
encoders is sufficiently accurate for the CET method to be feasible. The manufacturer of the 
optical encoder used in the speed measurement system built by Bonert advertised a division 
spacing error of less than 0.07 percent [17]. 
The accuracy of the division spacing in the encoder used in the system described in this 
thesis was verified by running the unloaded induction machine from a 60 Hz ac power line and 
measuring the widths of the encoder pulses using an oscilloscope. The results of these tests are 
summarized in Figure 2.6. The optical encoder test results depicted in Figure 2.6 indicate that 
if the positive transitions of a single encoder channel are considered, the unevenness in the 
spacing of the optical encoder divisions is approximately ±0.06 percent. This is close to the 
figure of 0.07 percent cited by Bonert, and is sufficiently accurate to obtain ±0.1 perce~t speed 
measurement accuracy using the CET method. If both positive and negative transitions are used, 
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either of the signal from a single encoder channel or of the signal obtained by XORing the 
channel A and channel B encoder signals, the error in the encoder division spacing increases 
to more that ±1 percent This is too large an error to use the CET method and obtain 
±0.1 percent measurement accuracy. For this reason, the positive transitions of a single encoder 
channel were used to implement the CET measurement method. 
For the encoder used in our system, the number of encoder divisions per revolution is 
1000 per channel. Therefore, min Equation (2.10) is equal to 1000. The fastest available clock 
in the system is the 10 MHz clock output from the C30 digital signal processor. This clock was 
selected to be the speed measurement system clock. Therefore, fc = 100 ns. To realize a speed 
measurement resolution of ±1 part in 1000, each measurement period must be of at least 
1000 clock counts duration. The time c,_,;,. was set slightly higher than this, to 1024. 
The selection of the CET speed measurement method with values for m, fc and c,_,;,. 
defines the speed measurement system. Table 2.2 summarizes the essential features of the 
operation and performance of the proposed system. In Table 2.2, note that the speed 
measurement resolution (column 4) is better than ±1 part in 1000 for all speeds. For speeds 
greater than 255 rpm, the measurement period is less than one system sampling interval 
(256 ps). For speeds less than 10 rpm, the measurement period is greater than 6.0 ms, and the 
length of this period increases as the speed approaches zero. This is a fundamental limitation 
of using an encoder and the CET method to measure speed. The measurement response time 
for low speeds can be improved by using an encoder with a higher value of m (i.e., more 
encoder divisions per revolution). But unless m is infinite, the measurement response time 
approaches infinity as the speed approaches zero. 
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To get a better perspective on the results of the preceding analysis, consider an 
implementation of the direct pulse counting measurement method (discussed in Section 2.1.2}, 
with a fixed measurement period of 16 system frames, i.e., t, = (16 · 256) ps = 4.096 ms, and 
m = 4000. This is a description of the original speed measurement system at the research 
testbed before the CET speed measurement system was built A running count of the encoder 
transitions was read once each system frame period (256 ps), and the number of encoder pulses 
cP was averaged over 16 frames. In this case, 4000 encoder transitions per revolution, i.e., the 
positive and negative transitions of the signal obtained by XORing the channel A and channel 
B encoder signals, were utilized, because unevenness in the spacing of the encoder divisions 
does not significantly degrade measurement accuracy using the direct pulse counting method. 
Table 2.3 summarizes the essential features of the operation and performance of this 
implementation of the direct pulse counting method. In Table 2.3, the speed measurement 
resolution is worse than ±1 part in 1000 for speeds less than (and including) 3600 rpm. At low 
speeds, the speed resolution becomes progressively worse. The measurement period is 
approximately 10 to 40 times longer than the measurement period of the CET method, except 
at very low speeds, where the poor speed measurement resolution of the direct pulse counting 
method negates the advantage of a faster response time. 
It is clear that, although the CET method works well over most of the speed range, some 
modification must be made to it at low speeds to keep the measurement period from becoming 
too long. The simplest way to do this is to decide on a maximum response time tiMX" or 
equivalently, on a maximum number c,_IIIIIX of clock counts per measurement If the measurement 
period exceeds tiNU (or equivalently, if the number of clock counts exceeds c,_llfiiZ) before the 
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occurrence of the frrst encoder signal transition in a measurement period, then the speed is set 
to zero. This means that there is a lower limit below which speed cannot be resolved. 
For our system, tmax was set to 6.144 ms, or 24 system frame periods. This corresponds 
to approximately 9.5 rpm (i.e., 1.0 rad/s) and approximately 63000 clock counts per 
measurement period. Speeds below 9.5 rpm in magnitude are measured as zero. 
The CET speed measurement system design described in the preceding pages of this 
section meets performance objective #1, since the speed range from 0 to ±5000 rpm is 
measurable. It meets performance objective #2, the requirement that the speed measurement 
resolution be better than ±0.1 percent, for speeds greater than 9.5 rpm in magnitude. It meets 
objective #3 for speeds greater than 255 rpm in magnitude. The speed measurement response 
time is less than 6.144 ms for all speeds. 
The implementation of this design, and the architecture and operation of the speed 
measurement system, are described in Section 2.3. 
2.3 System Architecture and Principles of Operation 
A block diagram of the speed measurement system was shown in Figure 2.1. In this 
figure, it can be seen that the shaft of the machine under test (i.e., the induction machine) 
provides the input to the speed measurement system and that the C30 circuit is the final 
processing block. The C30 provides the link between the speed measurement system and the 
rest of the induction machine research testbed. 
A block diagram of the speed measurement circuit (a subsystem of the speed 
measurement system) is shown in Figure 2. 7. Much of the discussion in this section refers to 
Figures 2. 7 and 2.1. A circuit schematic with a detailed description of the circuit operation can 
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be found in Appendix A. The source code modules (written in the C programming language) 
that implement the speed measurement process can be found in Appendix B. These modules 
are integrated into the testbed system program, and some interaction with that program is 
required. For detailed instructions related to programming and compiling code for the speed 
measurement system, refer to Appendix B, [2], and the 8096 and C30 user's manuals. 
The optical encoder produces an industry standard RS-422 complementary output signal 
that consists of a sequence of pulses. There are two output channels, channel A and channel B, 
each producing 1000 pulses per induction machine revolution. The sensor interface board 
includes differential receivers to interface with the encoder signals. There is a direction signal 
generation circuit on the sensor interface board that processes the channel A and channel B 
encoder signals to produce a direction signal ([2], Pages 79-80). Counterclockwise rotation of 
the induction machine (viewed from the load end, as in Figure 1.1) results in a direction signal 
with a value of TIL HI, or logic 1. The direction signal is routed to the speed measurement 
circuit, which makes it available to the C30 via an interface to the C30 expansion bus. 
A single channel (channel B) of the encoder output is routed to the speed measurement 
circuit for speed measurement. The encoder signal synchronizer module of the speed 
measurement circuit synchronizes the encoder signal with the 10 MHz speed measurement 
system clock. The synchronized encoder signal (TOOTH) is used to generate measurement 
"events" and to increment the A9 (i.e., cP) counter. The generation of measurement "events" will 
be discussed first 
A measurement "event" is a signal that marks the end of one measurement period and 
the start of the next. It is generated by the "event" signal generator module. This module 
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implements the basic algorithm of the CET speed measurement method (see Figure 2.5). At the 
start of a measurement period, the "event" generator counts c,_,.,. (= 1024) pulses of the 10 MHz 
speed measurement system clock. After 1024 clock counts have elapsed, the "event" generator 
waits for the next positive transition of the synchronized encoder signal. When this transition 
occurs, the "event" signal generator module issues an "event" signal (EVEN!', EVENT, and 
LATCHCLK) and resets itself to begin the next measurement period. The "event" signal is a 
timing signal issued to the other modules in the speed measurement system, marking the end 
of one measurement period and the start of the next 
Each positive transition of the synchronized encoder signal increments the ~9 (i.e., cP) 
counter. At the end of a measurement period, the "event" signal (issued by the "event" signal 
generator module) latches the count and resets the counter to begin the next measurement 
period. Before the end of the next measurement period, the ~9 counter latch output must be 
read by the C30. 
The value of !:J (i.e., c,) associated with each measurement period is measured by !:J 
(i.e., c,) counters #0 and #1. During any measurement period, one of the !:J counters is 
decremented (from an initial count of 65535) by each count of the 10 MHz clock; the other !:J 
counter is disabled. When an "event" occurs, marking the end of one measurement period and 
the start of the next, the "event" signal (issued by the "event" signal generator module) activates 
the ~~ counter that was disabled during the previous measurement period and disables the !:J 
counter that was previously active. Before the end of the next measurement period, the C30 
must read the count of the inactive counter. 
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When an "event" occurs, the interrupt signal generator module initiates a HI to LO 
transition of its output signal, which is connected to the C30 lNfT input. When the C30 
acknowledges the interrupt, the interrupt signal generator output returns HI. When the C30 is 
interrupted by the speed measurement circuit, it must read the ~9 counter latch and inactive Ill 
counter and reset the inactive ~~counter to 65535 before the end of the new measurement 
period. The ~9 counter latch output is a data byte that includes, in addition to a 6-bit number 
representing ~9, data bits indicating the rotational direction (bit 6 = DIR) and which of the two 
~~ counters was active during the previous measurement period (bit 7 = TO). The C30 uses this 
information to determine which of the two Ill counters it must service. The inactive ~~ counter 
output is a 16-bit number that is the 1 's complement of the number of clock counts c, that 
occurred during the previous measurement period. The length of a measurement period is 
variable, but its minimum length is 102.4 ps. Thus, the C30 has at least 102.4 ps to service the 
speed measurement circuit interrupt. 
The C30 is a numeric coprocessor for the testbed system controller (an 8096BH 
microcontroller). During normal operation, the system controller performs a repeating program 
loop (or frame) of 256 ps duration. A diagram of the system frame operation is shown in Figure 
2.8. The timing of the speed measurement interrupts is random, and servicing of the speed 
measurement system interrupts must be integrated into the C30 frame structure. The C30 
requires approximately 8 ps to service the speed measurement circuit interrupts. The C30 is able 
to service these interrupts in a timely manner in most cases; the rare exceptions involve the 
implementation of numerically intensive control algorithms, which require that the C30 .devote 
most of the 256 ps frame period to performing control law calculations. 
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During the interrupt routine servicing the speed measurement system, the C30 reads the 
values of cP, C, (the 1 's complement of c,) and the direction DIR, and resets the inactive 11.t 
counter (to 65535). The computation of speed from this infonnation takes place at a scheduled 
time in the C30 organization of tasks (see Figure 2.8). Before the C30 computes the speed, the 
JNI' 1 input is disabled to ensure that the values of cP and c, do not change while the speed is 
being computed. After the speed is computed, the C30 /NT 1 input is re-enabled. If a speed 
measurement circuit interrupt occurs while the /Nl' 1 input is disabled, the C30 retains this 
information and services the interrupt when the /NT 1 input is enabled again. 
The computation of speed involves taking the 1 's complement of c, to obtain c, the 
conversion of cP and c, from integer to floating point format, the division of the floating point 
version of cP by the floating point version of c,, and the multiplication of the result by a 
constant The C30 is able to perform these operations rapidly, which was the reason for 
designing the speed measurement system around the C30. To give an idea of the computational 
speed of the C30, a floating point multiplication operation requires approximately three machine 
cycles (at 100 ns per cycle), or 300 ns. A floating point division requires approximately 
40 machine cycles, or 4 ps. Thus, the amount of time required to calculate oo is on the order 
of several microseconds, which is small in comparison with a 256 ps system frame period. The 
execution time of the C30 routine that calculates oo was measured and found to be 
approximately 11 ps. 
The c,_,.,. counter of the "event" signal generator module, and llt counters #0 and #1, are 
implemented with an Intel 82C54-2 programmable interval timer. The details of programming 
and communicating with the 82C54-2 are included in Appendix Band the Intel data sheet for 
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this IC. 
To initialize the speed measurement circuit, the C30 puts the system in "reset" mode by 
writing a logic 0 to the address of the "reset" signal generator. Resetting the system resets the 
"event" signal generator, cP counter, and interrupt signal generator. While the speed sensing 
system is in "reset," the C30 initializes the c,_,.,. counter and c, counters #0 and #1. After 
initialization, the C30 brings the speed sensing system out of "reset" by writing a logic 1 to the 
address of the "reset" signal generator. 
The Ill counters are 16-bit counters. Speeds slower than 9.2 rpm result in the overflow 
of these counters. The difficulty of measuring low speeds was discussed in Section 2.2 from 
the point of view of the tradeoff between measurement accuracy and response time. The 16-bit 
size of the At counters also limits the ability of the system to measure low speeds. The C30 
includes two on-chip counters that have been cascaded with At counters #0 and #1. The C30 
counters are not shown in Figure 2. 7, but· the connections to them are shown in the speed 
measurement circuit schematic in Appendix A. Cascading the two C30 ·counters with Ill 
counters #0 and #1 increases the effective number of bits of the At counters from 16 to 48 and 
eliminates any limitations due to the size of the At counters in measuring low speeds. 
2.4 Performance Demonstrations 
This section presents some demonstrations of the capabilities of the speed measurement 
system and discusses how well the performance objectives were met. 
The frrst performance objective was that the measurable speed range should be from 0 
to ±5000 rpm. The range of speeds that can be measured was verified from 0 to ±4300 rpm. 
A demonstration of the speed measurement capability of the system from 0 to approximately 
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4300 rpm is shown in Figure 2.9. Figure 2.9 is a plot of ro vs. t for a full voltage (208 Vac line-
to-line, 60Hz) startup of the unloaded induction machine. The induction machine speed reaches 
4300 rpm (450 rad/s) at its pealc 
The second performance objective was that the speed measurement resolution should be 
better than ±1 part in 1000 (or ±0.1 percent) over the measurable speed range. Figures 2.10 
through 2.14 illustrate this capability. Figure 2.10 shows a plot of measured ro vs. t for the 
unloaded induction machine running close to a synchronous speed of 3600 rpm (376.99 rad/s). 
The measured data points are those associated with a series of consecutive 256 ps frame 
periods. The measured speed is 376.88 rad/s ± 0.09 percent. 
To verify the measurement resolution capability of the system at other speeds, the 
unloaded induction machine was allowed to coast down to rest from 3600 rpm, and 
measurements were taken of the induction machine speed in the vicinity of ro = 215, 140, 82, 
and 28 rad/s. Plots of ro vs. t for these runs are shown in Figures 2.11 through 2.14. In each 
case, the speed measurement resolution was better than ±0.1 percent. It should be noted that 
these plots are of data taken from four separate runs; each of the runs was virtually identical, 
however. 
Figure 2.15 shows a plot of ro vs. tin the vicinity of ro = 1.0 rad/s. Speeds below 
1.0 rad/s in magnitude were set to zero in order to prevent the speed measurement period from 
exceeding 6.144 ms. This is an example of the tradeoff between measurement resolution and 
response time at low speeds (discussed in Section 2.2). 
The third performance objective was that the measurement response time be less than 
one system frame period (256 ps) over the measurable speed range. Table 2.2 indicates that this 
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objective is met for speeds greater than 235 rpm in magnitude. Figure 2.9 gives a good 
indication of the ability of the speed measurement system to track rapid changes in speed. 
Figure 2.9 is a plot of ro vs. t for a full voltage startup of the unloaded induction machine. The 
rise time is approximately 12 ms. For the purpose of comparison, a plot of ro vs. t for the full 
voltage startup of the induction machine under identical conditions but using a different system 
to measure ro is shown in Figure 2.16. The speed in Figure 2.16 was measured by converting 
the encoder signal to an analog voltage using a frequency to voltage converter and recording 
the analog voltage on an oscilloscope. The frequency to voltage converter is unable to track the 
fast transients. Comparison of the plots in Figures 2.9 and 2.16 illustrates the advantages of the 
fast measurement response time of the speed measurement system. 
The preceding discussion indicates that the speed measurement system met most of the 
performance objectives. The only significant limitation of the system is the tradeoff it must 
make between measurement resolution and response time at low speeds. This is a fundamental 
limitation of using optical encoders (or other similar digital speed transducers) for speed 
·measurement. 
2.5 Measurement of Position and Acceleration 
Position and acceleration information is needed to emulate position dependent and 
inertial loads. This section discusses the measurement of these quantities. 
2.5.1 Measurement of angular position 
The optical encoder is an angular position transducer. It measures changes in angular 
position directly. From a given starting position, the determination of any future position from 
the encoder and direction signals is straightforward. 
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Unevenness, or "jitter," in the spacing of the encoder divisions does not significantly 
degrade position measurements. For greater measurement resolution, a position measurement 
system should utilize as many encoder divisions as possible. In the system described in this 
thesis, this means using both the positive and negative transitions of the signal obtained by 
taking the XOR of the channel A and channel B encoder signals, as was shown in Figure 2.6. 
This results in 4000 encoder transitions per revolution. 
The direction of rotation must be known in order to accurately keep track of changes 
in · position. A direction signal can be generated from the channel A and channel B encoder 
signals ([2], Pages 79-80). Care must be taken to ensure that the position count is accurately 
maintained through direction reversals. One way to ensure this is to use a direction signal 
generator that updates the direction at each encoder transition. The direction signal is then 
applied to the up/down input of an encoder transition counter. In this configuration, all changes 
in direction affect the position count in the same way. Each direction reversal causes the count 
in the "new" direction to "lose" 2 counts, because the frrst count after a change of direction is 
counted towards the "old" direction. This error is negated the next time the direction changes. 
At any moment, the position count is in error by at most 2 counts. 
2.5.2 Calculation of acceleration from speed measurements 
Acceleration cannot be determined directly from an encoder signal. It must be computed 
from measured values of speed. Equation (2.11) expresses acceleration as a difference equation. 
(1) [tl] - (1) [tJ 
a=----- (2.11) 
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In Equation (2.11 ), ro[ tol and ro[ t1] are the measured speed values associated with the present 
and previous frames, respectively. Given good speed measurement accuracy, it would seem 
reasonable to expect that accurate values of acceleration could be computed directly from these 
measured values of speed. This turns out not to be the case. 
Consider the measurement of acceleration from the coastdown speed vs. time data shown 
in Figure 2.14. The coastdown is smooth, and the acceleration is nearly constant. If Equation 
(2.11) is used to calculate the acceleration every frame, the calculated values will either be 
equal to zero or approximately equal to -95 rad/s2• In Figure 2.15, where the speed suddenly 
"decreases" from 1.0 rad/s to zero, the calculated acceleration jumps to approximately 
-4000 rad/s2• Clearly there is a numerical difficulty caused by the quantization of the speed 
measurements and by the short time interval over which the acceleration is calculated. 
Some filtering of the acceleration data, or of the speed data used to calculate the 
acceleration, is needed. One drawback of filtering is the introduction of time lag. For speed 
measurement, this time lag may not be critical, since the rate of change of speed is usually 
much less than the speed measurement rate (see Section 2.2 and Table 2.1). In the case of 
acceleration measurement, changes can be rapid. Filtering the acceleration data makes it difficult 
to follow observed changes in acceleration. Acceleration is needed for the emulation of inertial 
loads. The phase lag can be a source of instability in the system consisting of the induction 
machine and mechanical load emulator for such loads. 
Several different filtering methods for the acceleration data were tried. Figure 2.17 
illustrates the best performance that was achieved. This figure shows plots of ro vs. t an~ a vs. 
t for a ramp up and ramp down of the induction machine. Comparison of the plots of ro and 
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a vs. t in Figure 2.17 indicates that most of the computationally induced noise in the 
acceleration signal is suppressed. Although it is not evident in Figure 2.17, the calculated 
acceleration values lag the true values by approximately 20 ms. 
One factor that must be considered in the evaluation of filtering methods for the 
acceleration signal is the complexity of the algorithm. The computational resources of the 
induction machine research testbed are shared by the induction machine and mechanical load 
emulation system controllers. Complex algorithms for computing and filtering acceleration may 
tie up computational resources that would otherwise be available to the induction machine 
controller. 
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Table 2.1: Minimum t:J for a 1% Aro for the unloaded induction machine 
Speed (I) TINIX <X.aar tl'll 
(rpm) {rad/s) (Nm) {rad/s2) (the minimum 
At for a 1% 
Aro) 
(ps) 
1 0.1047 0.0207 12.94 80.93 
10 ~ 1.047 0.2070 129.4 80.93 
50 5.236 1.034 646.0 81.06 
' 
100 10.47 I 2.057 1286 81.45 
500 52.36 
I 
9.060 5663 92.46 
~-
1000 104.7 14.28 8927 117.3 
2000 209.4 18.91 11820 177.2 1 
-
3000 314.2 20.89 13060 240.6 
r 
-
3600 377.0 21.61 13510 279.1 
4000 418.9 21.98 13740 304.9 
5000 523.6 22.67 14170 369.6 
-
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Table 2.2: Proposed speed measurement system using the CET speed measurement method: 
system operation and perfonnance 
Speed Number of c,, i.e., c, i.e., Duration of Maximum 
(rpm) clock number of number of measure- percent 
counts encoder clock ment change in 
between transitions counts per period, i.e., speed in 
encoder per measure- measure- one 
transitions measure- ment, i.e., ment measure-
ment measure- response ment 
ment time (ps) period(%) 
resolution 
1 600000 1 600000 60000 741.4 
10 60000 1 60000 6000 74.14 
c ~ 
50 ~ 12000 1 12000 1200 14.80 
100 6000 1 6000 600 7.367 
235 2553 1 2553 255.3 3.049 
-
'~ 
500 1200 1 1200 120 1.298 
585 1025 1 1025 102.5 1.067 
-_ . I 
586 1023 2 2047 204.7 2.129 
1000 600 2 1200 120 1.023 
2000 300 4 1200 120 0.6770 
3000 200 6 1200 120 0.4988 
3600 166 7 1162 116.2 0.4163 
4000 150 7 1050 105 0.3444 
5000 120 9 1080 108 0.2922 
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Table 2.3: Speed measurement system using the direct pulse counting speed measurement 
method: system operation and performance 
Speed Number of encoder Duration of Maximum percent 
(rpm) transitions per 16 measurement change in speed in 
frames, i.e., period, i.e., one measurement 
measurement measurement period 
resolution response time (%) 
' 
(ms) 
1 0 4.096 50.61 
10 . 2 4.096 50.61 
50 13 4.096 50.53 
100 27 4.096 50.29 
500 136 4.096 44.30 
1000 273 4.096 34.92 
2000 546 4.096 23.11 
~ 
3000 819 4.096 17.03 
3600 983 4.096 14.68 
~ 
4000 1092 4.096 13.43 
5000 1365 4.096 11.08 
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CHAPTER 3 
PROGRAMMABLELOADTORQUEGENERATOR 
The mechanical load emulation system consists of two subsystems: the speed 
measurement system, discussed in Chapter 2, and the progranunable load torque generator. The 
purpose of this chapter is to describe the architecture and principles of operation of the 
programmable load torque generator. 
The programmable load torque generator performs two basic tasks: 
1. It uses speed, position, and acceleration feedback information obtained by the 
speed measurement system to calculate the torque required to emulate a 
desired speed, position, or acceleration dependent load. 
2. It generates (i.e., produces) the required load torque. 
The mechanical load emulation system was incorporated into a previously existing 
induction machine research testbed [2] to provide a progranunable load for use in the 
development and performance evaluation of induction machine control methods. A block 
diagram of the mechanical load emulation system is shown in Figure 3.1. In this figure, it is 
seen that the load torque producing element is a de machine. The electromagnetic torque 
developed in the de machine is a function of its armature current, which is regulated by a de 
machine drive to track an analog input voltage (V;_,_dc_c~· The testbed computational and 
signal processing circuitry produces the control input to the de machine drive. 
The load torque command is computed once per frame by the C30 digital signal 
processor and converted into a de machine armature current command. This command is sent 
to the 8096BH microcontroller, which relays it via a serial communications link to a personal 
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computer. The pc sends the de machine armature current command to an analog output card, 
which is connected to the de machine drive control input. 
The relationship between the load torque and the de machine armature current is 
discussed in Section 3.1. The electrical power connections for the de machine and drive are 
discussed in Section 3.2. The mechanical and electrical characteristics of the de machine and 
drive are discussed in Section 3.3. The input-output equation of the programmable load torque 
generator, and the equations of its functional blocks, are discussed in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 
presents a demonstration of the emulation of a time dependent load. The operational and 
performance limits of the system, and possible future improvements, are discussed. 
3.1 Basic Principles and Equations 
A separately excited de machine was selected as the load torque producing unit. The 
linear relationship between the torque and the de machine armature current (discussed below) 
was the primary factor motivating this choice. 
The equivalent circuit model of a separately excited de machine is shown in Figure 3.2. 
In this figure, the armature winding current Ia_« is controlled by an external current source (a 
de machine drive). The field winding current is produced by connecting a voltage source in 
series with an adjustable resistor R~_dc_IOUI'e~ and the field winding terminals. Equation (3.1) 
defines the development of electromagnetic torque in the de machine air gap (from [15], 
Equations (9.2.3) through (9.2.5)). 
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p e_dc = Te_dc 0) = E a_dcJa_dc 
E a_dc = KLdc ci>Ldc ro 
Te_dcro = (KLdc ci>Ldc ro)Ia_dc 
Te_tlc = (KLtlc ci>Ltlc)Ia_tlc 
(3.1) 
In Equation (3.1), cl>t_tJc is a function of the de machine field current lt_dc· When lt_dc' and 
therefore K1_tJccl>t_tJc' is held constant, the electromagnetic torque Te_dc varies linearly with Ia_dc, 
which can be made either positive or negative. Te_dc can be controlled independently of ro and 
can be made either positive or negative, so that operation in quadrants I-IV of the T-ro plane 
is possible. 
The sign conventions for Ea_dc and Ia_dc are as shown in Figure 3.2. These conventions 
imply that positive Pe_dc represents electromagnetic power generation (corresponding to 
mechanical power absorption) by the de machine. The sign conventions adopted for positive de 
machine torque and speed are as discussed in Section 1.2, with the de machine taking the place 
of the load. Clockwise de machine torque (including Te_dc, since the induction machine 
electromagnetic torque Te_im is considered to be the system "prime mover"), and 
counterclockwise ~9, ro, and (l, as viewed by an observer standing "behind" the de machine and 
looking towards both machines, are considered positive. These sign conventions imply that 
positive de machine mechanical power P trwclumicaJ_dc represents mechanical power absorption 
(corresponding to electromagnetic power generation) by the de machine, and are consistent with 
the sign conventions for Ea_dc and Ia_dc· Positive electromagnetic torque developed in the 
induction machine (the system "p~me mover") is opposed by positive de machine torque; values 
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of 9, ro, and a for both machines are the same (and of the same sign); positive mechanical 
power delivered by the induction machine corresponds to positive mechanical power absorbed 
by the de machine. 
The load torque T1oaJ_tJc produced by the de machine consists of the electromagnetic 
torque Te_tk developed in the de machine air gap, of the de machine friction and windage torque 
component, and of the inertial torque component, as expressed in Equation (3.2). 
(3.2) 
Of the three terms on the right-hand side of Equation (3.2), only Te_« is directly controllable 
by the de machine drive (based on Equation (3.1)). Accurate emulation of a desired load 
requires that Tf+w _« and Tj_tk be accounted for in the calculation of the de machine 
electromagnetic torque command Te_tk_c~ as expressed in Equation (3.3). 
T =T -T -T 
e_tlc_cOif'III'IIINl load_cOif'III'IIINl f+w _tic j_tk (3.3) 
Equation (3.1) and the value of Te_«_cOtnlflaNJ calculated in Equation (3.3) are used to calculate the 
de machine armature current command (,_tJc_commaNl' as expressed in Equation (3.4). 
1 - [ 
1 Jr a_tk_cOif'III'IIINl - K lh e_tk_cOII1MIII'Id 
f_tk't'f_tk 
(3.4) 
Equations (3.3) and (3.4) may be implemented in three ways. These are the following: 
· 1. If it is assumed that Tf+w_« and TL« are small enough to be neglected, 
Te_tk_commaNJ may be set equal to T 1oaJ_COIMIIINI in Equation (3.3). This results in 
a reasonably accurate emulation of steady state loads when the load torque 
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is large in comparison with the de machine friction and windage torque. 
2. Better accuracy may be achieved if the values of TJ+w_de and Tj_de are known 
and used in the implementation of Equation (3.3). A procedure for estimating 
TJ+w_de from the measured values of ro will be discussed in Section 3.3. 
Tj_de (=.Idea) may be computed from the measured values of a if the de 
machine moment of inertia J de is known. Machine tests to find the (constant) 
value of J de will be discussed in Section 3.3. The accuracy of this approach 
depends on the accuracy of the estimates for TJ+w_de and Tj_de· Our experience 
so far suggests that reasonably good estimates for TJ+w_de can be obtained; it 
is more difficult to obtain accurate estimates for 1j de' since the calculation 
of Tj_de must utilize acceleration measurements, which are inherently noisy 
(discussed in Section 2.5.2). 
3. Very accurate load torque emulation may be achievable using feedback torque 
control. This requires the availability of accurate and timely torque feedback 
measurements. Mechanical load emulation systems utilizing torque feedback 
measurements have been reported [8]-[10]. 
The system described in this paper utilizes methods #1 and #2 described above (for 
reasons discussed in Section 1.3). The procedure for emulating a desired load torque is 
summarized in steps # 1 through #5 below: 
1. Calculate the load torque command T10lld_COfMtlllld using terms on the right-hand 
side of Equation (1.9), as expressed in Equation (3.5). 
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+ minfK. _!_,T J(sgn[roJ) [ a; (1) mu 
+ K,iDl91{sin[9]) + Kc:os£&J{cos[9]) 
+ Kia + Kfl,1{f[t]) 
(3.5) 
2a. Estimate Tf+w_tk and TLtk (as discussed ·above and in Section 3.3). 
or, 
2b. Assume that Tf+w_dc and Tj_dc are small enough to be neglected. 
3. Use the values of T 1oaa_commana (obtained in step #1), Tf+w_dc and Tj_dc (obtained 
in either step #2a or #2b), and Equation (3.3) to calculate the 
electromagnetic torque command Te_tk_commana-
4. Use the value of Te_dc_commaNI (obtained in step #3), the known fixed value 
of K1_dc~!_dc (calculation of K~_dc~f_tk from the measured constant value of /!_de 
will be discussed in Section 3.3), and Equation (3.1) to calculate the de 
machine armature current command, la_dc_command· 
5. Use the de machine drive (as discussed in Section 3.3) to implement the de 
machine armature current command. 
3.2 Electrical Power Equipment and Connections 
A schematic of the de machine and drive and the electrical power connections to them 
is shown in Figure 3.3. The de machine is a 2 hp machine rated for 7. 7 annature winding A 
and 2000 rpm. The power source for the de machine is the building 250 V de system, with a 
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three-terminal +125 Vdc and -125 Vdc output The de machine armature winding current 
source is a UNICO PWM servo amplifier rated for a maximum rail voltage of 400 V and a 
maximum current of ±20 A. The current command input to the UNICO PWM servo amplifier 
is an analog voltage signal between ±10 V. 
The switch S2 and resistor Rpaw~rup in Figure 3.3 prevent large current surges during 
powerup. The powerup sequence should always be to close Sl frrst, then follow with S2 
approximately 1 s or more later. 
The resistor Rbal~a.st absorbs the electrical energy produced by the de machine when it is 
driven as a generator by the induction machine. The value of Rbal~a.st was selected to be capable 
of absorbing at 250 V the rated power of the induction machine (1.5 kW) multiplied by a safety 
factor of 1.67, as calculated in Equation (3.6). 
P max = (1.67}{1.5kW} = 2.5kW 
/max = 
pmax 
= 
(2.5kW) 
=lOA 
(250V) (250V) (3.6) 
Rbalwt 
(250V) 
= 
(250V) = 250 
/max (lOA) 
3.3 Direct-Current Machine and Drive Characteristics 
3.3.1 Direct-current machine mechanical and electrical parameters 
The mechanical and electrical parameter values for the de machine are summarized in 
Table 3.1. In this table, l;m+tJc and JtJc represent the moments of inertia of the combination of the 
induction and de machines, and of the de machine alone. Knowledge of the value of J tJc is 
needed to cancel the effect of the de machine moment of inertia (using Equation (3.3)) in the 
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emulation of mechanical loads. The inertial torque components 1j im+de and 1j de may be 
- -
computed from measured values of a and the known value of either l;,.+de or J de using Equation 
(3.7). 
T .. . .~- = J .. .~-a J_IWI...,.; IWI...,.; 
= (0.0234)a (3.7) 
= (0.0218)a 
The values of Jim+de and J de were computed from the results of a series of "coastdown" and 
"drop" tests. A detailed description of these tests and the calculation of l;,.+de and J de from them 
can be found in Appendix C. 
The friction and windage torque components Tf+w_im+de and Tf+w_de are expressed as a 
function of ro in Equation (3.8). 
T1.w_im+de = (0.00106)ro + (0.24)sgn[ro] 
T1.w_de = (0.0010464)ro + (0.2276)sgn[ro] 
(3.8) 
Knowledge of Tf+w_de is necessary to cancel the effect of the de machine friction and windage 
torque (using Equation (3.3)) in the emulation of mechanical loads. A detailed description of 
the tests used to find Tf+w_im+de and T1+w_de as functions of ro can be found in Appendix D. 
The values of Ra de and R 1 de in Table 3.1 were measured with an ohmmeter. The values 
- -
of La_de and L!_de were measured with an LCR meter operating at 1.0 kHz. 
The product K!_de~!_de in Equation (3.1) must be known to fmd the value of Ia_de needed 
to produce the required electromagnetic load torque T~_de· The term K~_de is a constant, and ~!_de 
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is a function of the field current lt_de· A series of values of K~_de«Pt_de as a function of I1_de were 
measured and are plotted in Figure 3.4. Also shown in Figure 3.4 is a graph of Equation (3.9), 
which is a 4th degree polynomial fit for the measured data values in Figure 3.4. 
KLde cpLde = (1.5569)11~de - (3.5219)11~de + (1.4258)11~de (3.9) 
+ {2.2957)//_de + 0.0496 
Prior to the start of an experiment in which the mechanical load emulator is to be 
utilized, lt_de should be set to a value at which it will remain fixed during the course of the 
experiment. This is done by connecting a fixed voltage source as shown in Figure 3.2 and 
adjusting the variable resistor R1_de_sowc~ to reach the desired field current I1_de· The value of lt_de 
should be measured and plugged into Equation (3.9) to find the value of K~_de«Pt_de' which can 
be used with Equation (3.4) to find the value of Ia_de_commaNI needed to produce the commanded 
electromagnetic load torque T~_de_commaNI· A detailed description of the tests used to find Kt_de«Pt_de 
as a function of It_de can be found in Appendix E. 
3.3.2 Direct-current machine drive characteristics 
The de machine armature current is controlled using a UNICO PWM servo amplifier, 
which was illustrated in Figure 3.3. This amplifier converts the 250 Vdc source connected 
across the rail voltage terminals into a controllable current source within the range ±20 A. The 
current output is controlled by means of a ±10 V analog control input. 
Figure 3.5 shows the measured relationship of current output Ia_de vs. the current 
command input voltage V;_a_de_command for the seiVo amplifier in the steady state. The servo 
amplifier Ia_de vs. V;_a_de_comnamaJ relationship was measured between the limits Ia_de = ±7.7 A, the 
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rated current range for the de machine. The plot in Figure 3.5 indicates that the relationship 
between Ia_Jc and V;_a_Jc_command is linear with a slight de offset This relationship is closely 
approximated by Equation (3.10). 
Ia = {2.8) V;_a_t~.c_commana - 0.20 (3.10) 
Figure 3.6 shows the magnitude and phase of the large signal frequency response of Ia_Jc 
as a function of V;_a_Jc_command for the de machine and drive, with the de machine in the locked 
rotor configuration. The magnitude of the frequency response in the passband is flat for 
frequencies less than 6 Hz; the -3 dB frequency is approximately 34 Hz. From the slope of a 
linear approximation of the phase of the frequency response for frequencies between 6Hz and 
34 Hz, an estimate of the time t1ag_Jc that Ia_Jc lags V;_a_Jc_command may be calculated. These 
calculations are summarized in Equation (3.11). 
deg = (360o)((lag_dcJ 
lag t 
~riod 
= {360o) (tlag_dcf) 
(lag_/< = {3~o) [ de;l•g l (3.11) 
1 ( 63° ) 
= (360°) 28 Hz 
= 6.26 ms 
In Equation (3.11), the variable deg1a8 represents the phase lag in degrees, t~riod represents the 
waveform repetition period, and f represents the waveform frequency. Figure 3.6 and 
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Equation (3.11) suggest that la_tJc lags V;_a_tJc_cOiriiPiaNI by approximately 6.25 ms. 
Figure 3.7 shows plots of large signal sinusoidal waveforms of Ia_tJc and V;_a_tJc_commanJ vs. 
tat a frequency of approximately 38 Hz, which is close to the -3 dB frequency. A value of 
t1ag_tJc = 5.5 ms was measured from the plot, which is close to the value for t1ag_tJc computed in 
Equation (3.11). Figures 3.8 and 3.9 are plots of the response of Ia_tJc to step-up and step-down 
commands. The rise and fall times measured from these plots are 8.5 and 6.5 ms, respectively. 
The values of t1ag_tJc and the step response rise and fall times measured or computed from 
the plots in Figures 3.6 through 3.9 are within the range 5.5 ms to 8.5 ms, with an average 
value of 6. 7 ms. As a basis for comparison, the L/R time constant of the de machine annature 
winding is 13 ms (from Table 3.1). It appears that 6.7 ms is a good estimate of the time that 
Ia_tJc lags V;_a_tJc_commanJ for most commanded changes in Ia_tJc· 
3.4 Calculation and Implementation of Load Torque Commands 
A block diagram of the mechanical load emulation system was shown in Figure 3.1. 
Much of the discussion in this section refers to that figure. 
Speed, position, and acceleration are computed once per system frame by the C30 digital 
signal processor. The C30 uses this information and Equation (3.5) to compute the load torque 
command T 1oaJ_COtMtaNL· The de machine electromagnetic torque command T~_tJc_commaNJis computed 
from T 1oaJ_cOIMIII1fll using Equation (3.3) and the values of Tf+w_tJc and Tj_tJc (computed from ro and 
a using Equations (3.8) and (3.7)). The de machine armature current command Ia_tJc_comii'JIDid is 
computed from T~_tJc_cOiriiPiaNI using Equation (3.4), and the value of K!_tJc~!_tJc (computed from /!_de 
using Equation (3.9)). Ia_tJc_eOirllfiiiNl is converted (by the C30) to a 12-bit unsigned binary .integer 
Bv_i_a_tJc_cotniNUid for transmission to the pc. The details of this conversion are discussed later in this 
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section. The C30 transmits the binary integer Bv_i_a_dc_comtl'laNJ to the 8096BH microcontroller via 
a dual port RAM. The 8096BH sends it to the pc via a 9600 baud serial communications link. 
The pc writes it to an analog output card, model CIO/DDA06, in one of the pc expansion slots. 
The output of the d/a converter is connected to the control input of the de machine drive, which 
produces the required de machine armature current Ia_dc· The de machine develops the 
electromagnetic torque T~_dc which produces the required load torque T 1oaJ_dc· 
The process by which the de machine electromagnetic torque command Te_dc_commanJ is 
converted into the appropriate format and transmitted to the de machine drive is described in 
detail in the following paragraphs: 
The de machine armature current command Ia_dc_command is computed by the C30 from 
T~_dc_c01nW1411d and K1_dc~!_dc using Equation (3.4). The value of K!_dc~!_dc is fixed and must be 
programmed into the system before the start of an experiment. This is done by adjusting 11 de 
to the desired value, measuring it, and using Equation (3.9) to calculate K~_dc~!_dc' as described 
in more detail in Section 3.3.1. 
The de machine drive control input voltage V;_a_dc_command required to produce the 
commanded de machine armature current may be computed from Ia_dc_command by solving 
Equation (3.10) for V;_a_dc_COfnlrlalldt as expressed in Equation (3.12). 
V;_a_dc_connaNI = (0.357143)Ia_dc_c01nW1411d + 0.0714286 (3.12) 
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The relationship between the analog output voltage of the d/a card in the pc and its 
digital input is expressed by Equation (3.13). 
V = {2.45)(-D dl_tJ_~;,. ~-~2_04_8 J 
tl/tJ_OUI 2048 
(3.13) 
In Equation (3.13), D dltJ_;,. is the decimal value of the d/a converter binary input, which is a 
12-bit unsigned binary integer between zero and FFFh (i.e., decimal4095). Equation (3.13) may 
be used to convert V;_tJ_dc_commtJnd into a decimal integer Dv_;_tJ_dc_command between zero and 4095 
suitable for input to the d/a card, as expressed in Equation (3.14). 
Dv_i_tJ_dc_command = int[(835.918)V;_tJ_dc_command + 2048.5] (3.14) 
In Equation (3.14), the computed value of Dv_i_tJ_dc_command must be~ 0 and~ 4095. If it is not, 
its value must be set to the appropriate lower or upper limit, either 0 or 4095. The decimal 
integer Dv_i_tJ_dc_command is then converted to a 12-bit unsigned binary integer Bv_i_tJ_dc_commanJ of the 
same value. This form is suitable for conversion by the d/a converter into the appropriate analog 
voltage V;_tJ_dc_commtllld- This is the final form of the de machine armature current command. 
The computational process described in the preceding paragraphs may be (and is, in the 
real time implementation) summarized by Equation (3.15), which relates Dv_i_tJ_dc_command to 
T~ _de_ commaNI· 
D - . [ {298·54) T 2048 5] 
. ~- -----~ - 1nt L -~ + . 
v_1_t1_JM:_Cummunu. KJ_dc 'I»J_dc ~_fM:_Commanu 
(3.15) 
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In Equation (3.15), the computed value of Dv_i_a_de_commanJ must be~ 0 and ~ 4095. If it is not, 
the value of T~_dc_commaNJ is out of range (for the given value of I~_de), and Dv_i_a~de_cOinmalld must be 
set to the appropriate lower or upper limit, either 0 or 4095. In the real time implementation, 
Bv_i_a_de_commanJ (i.e., the 12-bit binary equivalent of the unsigned decimal integer Dv_i_a_de_c~ 
is computed from measurements of ro, 9, and a using Equations (3.5), (3.3), and (3.15). These 
computations are performed once per system frame by the C30. The integration of the 
computation of Bv_i_a_dc_command into the system frame task organization is illustrated in Figure 2.8. 
The computations described in this section were incorporated into the induction machine 
research testbed system software. The system software includes modules written for the C30, 
the 8096BH, and the pc. For detailed instructions related to the programming and compiling of 
this code, refer to [2] and the 8096 and C3x user's manuals. 
The rate at which the system controller (8096BH) can send the armature current 
command values Bv_i_a_de_command to the pc is limited by the data transmission rate of the 
9600 baud serial communications link. This rate is approximately one command every 1.8 ms 
(i.e, every 7 frames). 
3.5 Performance Demonstration and System Limits 
Figures 3.10 and 3.11 illustrate the emulation of a time dependent load. In these figures, 
the commanded load torque was a square wave with an amplitude of 4.0 N m and a repetition 
period of 4.0 s. The de machine's friction, windage, and inertial torque components Tf+w_de and 
Tj_de were neglected in the computation of T~_de_commanJ. using Equation (3.3); thus, T~_de_commanJ 
equals T 1oaJ_commanJ· The de machine field current lt_de for this demonstration was 0.5 A. The 
induction machine was driven by an open-loop sine-wave voltage at an electrical speed of 
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oo.,_u.. = 100 rad/s. 
Figure 3.10 is a plot of the de machine armature current (,_de vs. time. The vertical axis 
on the right side of the graph shows the scale for the de machine electromagnetic torque T.,_t~c-
This scale was constructed from the scale for Ia_de by using Equations (3.9) and (3.1) and the 
value of /!_de (= 0.5 A). It can be seen in Figure 3.10 that the amplitude of T~_de (as calculated 
from the measured waveform of Ia_de) is approximately equal to 4.0 ± 0.2 = 4.0 ± 5% N m. 
Figure 3.11 is a plot of the electromagnetic torque T.,_u.. developed in the induction 
machine vs. time. A plot of oo vs. t is included in the figure as a timing reference. T., _;m was 
calculated by the induction machine controller from speed and stator current measurement 
information and a flux observer [13]. The relationship between T.,_u.. and T~_de is defined in 
Equation (3.16). 
(3.16) 
= T._.J- + T1 . .3- + T. . .3-.. "': +w_1m+"'· J_un+"'-
In Figure 3.11, the effect of the friction and windage torque components Tf+w_im and Tf+w_de in 
producing a positive de offset in the plot of T.,_;m vs. t can be seen. Note also the sudden 
increase in T.,_u.. during the initial acceleration of the induction and de machine assembly. 
The operational and perfonnance limits of the mechanical load emulation system are in 
the following five areas: 
1. Limits on the quadrants of the T-oo plane in which the system can operate. 
2. Limits on the range of allowable speeds. 
3. Limits on the range of the load torques that can be emulated. 
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4. Limits on the load torque accuracy. 
5. Limits on the speed of response of the load torque emulator to changes in 
speed, position, or acceleration. 
With regard to #1, the discussion in Section 3.1 on the control of torque in the de 
machine established that operation in all four quadrants of the T-ro plane should be possible. 
The performance of the completed system confirmed this expectation. To verify this capability, 
the system was operated in the steady state in each of the four quadrants. The steady state 
torque was measured using a Sensotec Model GM strain gauge load cell configured to measure 
the torque applied by the de machine case against the test bench. 
With regard to #2, the rated speed of the de machine (2000 rpm) fixed the speed limits 
of the mechanical load emulation system at ±2000 rpm. 
With regard to #3, the range of load torque that can be emulated may be determined by 
considering operation at rated values of the de machine armature and field winding current. The 
rated armature current is 7.7 A. Typical field current is about 1 A. Referring to Equations (3.9) 
and (3.1), and using the rated limits for 11 de (i.e., 1 A) and Ia de, the maximum electromagnetic 
- -
torque that can be developed in the de machine is expected to be 13.86 Nm. The maximum 
load torque that was verified during normal operation was approximately 10 Nm. This was 
the maximum torque that the induction machine and controller could deliver, so it does not 
reflect the torque limits of the mechanical load emulation system. A load torque of 12.33 N m 
was measured during parameter testing with the de machine in the blocked rotor configuration 
(see Appendix E). It appears safe to say that the range of load torques that can be emulated is 
approximately ±13 Nm. 
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With regard to #4, Figures 3.10 and 3.11 may be used to estimate the accuracy with 
which the system is able to emulate a desired load torque. Recall that Figure 3.10 demonstrates 
errors of approximately ±5 percent in 111_tJc· It has been assumed that T~_tlc can be accurately 
computed from Ia_tlc (and I~_tlc) using Equations (3.9) and (3.1). If this is a valid assumption, then 
the error of ±5 percent in Ia_tJc corresponds to an error of the same magnitude in T~_tJc· 
Comparison of Figure 3.10 with Figure 3.11 may give an idea of the accuracy of T~_tJc· Recall 
the expected relationship between T~_;, and T~_tlc defined in Equation (3.16). In Figure 3.11, if 
Tf+w_im+tlc (calculated from ro using Equation (3.8)) is subtracted from the plot of T~_;, vs. t, the 
amplitude of the resulting plot is 4.3 N m, with a de offset of +0.15 N m. Since the inertial 
torque component Tj_im+tlc is approximately equal to zero (except during the step transitions), this 
adjusted plot ofT~_;, is essentially a measurement of T~_« by the induction machine controller. 
There is a discrepancy between the programmed amplitude of T~_tJc = 4.0 N m and the value 
of 4.3 N m measured by the induction machine controller. The magnitude of this discrepancy 
is approximately 7 percent. It is not clear whether the discrepancy is due to an error (or 
variations) in the de machine parameters (referring to Equation (3.9)) or to an error in the 
measuremen~ of torque by the induction machine controller. An independent measurement of 
torque is needed to resolve this issue. At this point, it appears that a conservative estimate of 
the accuracy with which T~_tJc can be produced is ±7 percent. 
In the demonstration presented in Figures 3.10 and 3.11, the effects of Tf+w_« and TL« 
were neglected. It can be assumed that Tj_tJc was approximately equal to zero except during the 
step transitions in torque and speed. Using Equation (3.8) and measured values of ro, an 
estimate of 0.34 N m may be obtained for Tf+w_tJc· This is approximately 8.5 percent of the 
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amplitude (4.0 Nm) of the programmed electromagnetic torque T~_dc in this example. The 
accuracy with which the desired load torque is emulated may clearly be improved by accounting 
for the effect of Tf+w_dc in the calculation of T~_dc_eotriiMIIIl" It is straightforward to do this; a single 
floating point multiplication and division are required (referring to Equation (3.8)), and 
measured values of co are available. 
The load torque accuracy might be improved by incorporating torque feedback. Three 
possibilities for doing this are suggested: 
a. The Sensotec model GM strain gauge load cell at the research testbed, which 
measures the torque applied by the de machine case against the research 
bench, may be used to obtain direct measurements of the load torque. The 
measurement accuracy and response time of the load cell model currently 
installed at the research bench are insufficient for real time feedback control 
of a dynamic system. However, torque measurement instruments capable of 
meeting these requirements have been reported [7]-[10]. 
b. The induction machine controller may be used to estimate the induction 
machine electromagnetic torque T~_;,. from speed and induction machine stator 
current feedback information [13]. An example of this capability was 
illustrated in Figure 3.10. The induction machine electromagnetic torque is 
equal to the load torque minus the induction machine friction and windage 
torque component Tf+w_im and the induction machine inertial torque component 
Tj_;,., which are relatively small in magnitude (compared to T1+w_im+dc and 
Tj_im+dc' as is evident from Equations (3.8) and (3.7)). If the induction machine 
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electromagnetic torque is corrected for Tf+w_u, and TLim' reasonably accurate 
torque feedback can be realized. One drawback of this method is that it is not 
a direct measurement of torque. The method is sufficiently complex that its 
accuracy would have to be verified before it could be used with confidence. 
c. A de machine armature current probe, which measures Ia_tJc, may be used in 
conjunction with Equations (3.9) and (3.1) to obtain feedback measurements 
of the de machine electromagnetic torque T._tJc· Figure 3.10 illustrates this 
capability. One drawback of this method is that it is not a direct measurement 
of torque; T._tJc must be calculated from Ia_tJc· Another drawback is that it is 
not a measurement of T1oaa_tJc; T1oaa_tJc must be estimated from T._tJc using 
Equation (3.3). 
The speed of response of the mechanical load emulation system affects the accuracy 
with which the system is able to emulate speed, position, and acceleration dependent loads. For 
loads that do not depend on speed, position, or acceleration, such as the time dependent load 
illustrated in Figures 3.10 and 3.11, torque commands may be issued "early" to allow for the 
time lag involved in the calculation and implementation of load torque commands. This cannot 
be done as easily in the emulation of speed, position, and acceleration dependent loads, because 
the system must respond to changes in these quantities, which are not known beforehand. The 
testbed system frame time is 256 ps, which defines an upper limit on the speed of response of 
the mechanical load emulation system. There are several other factors that add to the response 
time. These are the following: 
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a. The delay involved in the computation of speed, position, and acceleration. 
For the computation of speed and position, this delay is on the order of one 
system frame period (i.e., 256 ps). For the computation of acceleration, the 
delay is longer due to the filtering through which the acceleration data must 
be processed. The delay associated with a typical filter for acceleration data 
is approximately 20 ms. 
b. The delay involved in the transmission of the armature current command to 
the de machine drive. The slowest step in this process is the transmission of 
the armature current command across the 9600 baud serial communications 
link between the 8096BH microcontroller and the pc. This delay, as discussed 
in Section 3.4, is on the order of 1.8 ms. 
c. The delay involved in the implementation of the de machine armature current 
command by the de machine drive. This delay is due in part to the LIR time 
constant of the de machine annature winding, and in part to the dynamics of 
the de machine drive. It was seen in Section 3.3 that this time lag varies 
between 5.5 and 8.5 ms, with an average value of approximately 6.7 ms. 
In the emulation of speed and position dependent loads, the de machine and drive 
constitute the most significant limiting factor in the speed of response of the mechanical load 
emulation system. An estimate of the response time of the system for speed and position 
dependent loads may be obtained by adding 256 ps + 1.8 ms + 6. 7 ms = 8.5 ms. In the case 
of acceleration dependent loads, the time required to calculate and filter the acceleration signal 
is the most significant factor limiting the speed of response. An estimate of the response time 
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of the system for acceleration dependent loads is obtained by adding 20 ms + 1.8 ms + 6.7 ms 
= 28 ms. 
In Section 2.2, the maximum expected rate of change in speed of the unloaded induction 
machine was considered, and it was found that the minimum time required for a 1 percent 
change in speed of the unloaded induction machine is on the order of one system frame period, 
or 256 ps. At this rate of change, the machine speed might change by as much as 33 percent 
in 8.5 ms. The discussion in Section 2.2 considered the maximum expected rate of change of 
the unloaded induction machine. If the analysis of Section 2.2 is repeated for the unloaded 
combination of the induction and de machines, it is found that the minimum time required for 
a 1 percent change in speed is on the order of 2.5 ms. In this case, the maximum percentage 
change in speed in 8.5 ms is approximately 3 percent. When the induction machine is driving 
a load, the percentage change in speed in 8.5 ms will usually be less than this. Consider an 
application in which the machine speed is 100 rad/s and is increasing at a rate of 100 rad/s2• 
Under these conditions, the speed will increase by less than 1 percent in 8.5 rhs; 100 rad/s2 is 
a fairly high acceleration rate if the induction machine is driving a load. In most situations the 
acceleration is less than this and the percentage change in speed in 8.5 ms is much less than 
1 percent The conclusion that can be drawn from this discussion is that in most situations the 
8.5 ms response time of the mechanical load emulation system does not significantly degrade 
its performance in the emulation of speed dependent loads. 
In the case of position dependent loads, it is fairly straightforward to calculate that at 
10 rad/s the machine angular position changes by approximately 5 degrees in 8.5 ms. At 
100 rad/s, the machine angular position changes by approximately 49 degrees in 8.5 ms. At 
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higher speeds, it may be necessary to estimate the machine angular position approximately 
8.5 ms into the future and to issue torque commands "early" -based on this estimate. The 
estimate of future angular position may be easily calculated, since the change in machine speed 
during 8.5 ms is usually less than 1 percent (i.e., ro is essentially constant, as established in the 
preceding paragraph). 
In the case of acceleration dependent loads, the response time of the mechanical load 
emulation system is approximately 28 ms. The machine acceleration may change significantly 
during this time. Accurate emulation of loads in applications in which there are expected to be 
abrupt changes in acceleration requires that the future acceleration be estimated and that torque 
commands be issued early, based on these estimates. If torque feedback information is available, 
future values of acceleration may be estimated using the present values of the induction 
machine electromagnetic torque and the measured load torque. 
A problem that was encountered in the emulation of acceleration dependent loads is the 
potential for instability in the induction machine and the mechanical load emulation system. The 
tendency towards instability appears to be related to the time lag involved in the emulation of 
the acceleration dependent load. The emulation of acceleration dependent loads is a challenge 
that may require a sophisticated controller for its robust implementation. 
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Table 3.1: Direct-current machine mechanical and electrical parameters 
Machine Parameter Value 
Jim+ de 0.0234 kgm2 
]de 
I 
0.0218 kgm2 
Rade 4.3 n 
La de 55 mH 
'ta de (s La JlRa de) 13 ms 
Ride I 111 n 
Lfde 1.45 H 
t1_de (= L~_tJt!R~_de) 12 ms 
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CHAPTER4 
EMULATION OF SPEED, POSITION, AND ACCELERATION DEPENDENT 
LOADS 
This chapter presents results from the emulation of some of the loads discussed in 
Section 1.2. In each demonstration, the load torque command T1oaa_commaNJ was set equal to one 
of the terms on the right-hand side of Equation (3.5). T~_Jc_commalld was programmed by setting 
T~_Jc_commaNJ = T1oaa_cowtmaNJ in Equation (3.3), neglecting Tf+w_Jc and Tj_Jc, so that the desired load 
torque was emulated by T~_Jc rather than the actual de machine load torque T1oaa_Jc· This was 
done to highlight the capabilities of the system, because we were able to accurately measure 
(and verify) T~_Jc but not T1oad_tJc· However, the purpose of the mechanical load emulation system 
is to produce T1oad_tJc equal to the desired load torque. 
As was discussed in Section 3.1, accurate emulation of a desired load by T1oad_Jc requires 
that the de machine friction and windage and inertial torque components Tf+w_Jc and Tj_dc be 
subtracted from T1oad_commaNJ in the calculation of T~_Jc_commanJ (using Equation (3.3)). Tf+w_dc is a 
linear function of ro (Equation (3.8)), and Tj_Jc is a linear function of a (Equation (3.7)). If the 
capability of generating T~_Jc to emulate the load torque terms on the right-hand side of 
Equation (3.5) (including the speed linear and inertial load terms) can be established, it follows 
that T load_Jc can also be produced to emulate any of these same terms (Equation (3.3)). The 
demonstrations in this chapter attempt to establish this capability. As will be seen, accurate 
emulation of the speed linear term (i.e., Kmro) in Equation (3.5) was achieved. Emulation of the 
inertial load term (i.e., ~a) was not as successful. More work is needed to accomplish this task. 
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During each demonstration, the de machine annature current Ia_dc was measured and 
recorded using a current probe and digital oscilloscope. T~_dc was computed from these data 
using Equations (3.9) and (3.1) and the fiXed value of I1_dc· The field current /!_de was set to 
0.5 A for all the demonstrations. The machine driving the emulated load (i.e., the induction 
machine) was driven by a variable-frequency open-loop sine-wave voltage. 
4.1 Speed Linear Load 
The emulation of the speed linear load is described by Equation (4.1), with 
Km·= 0.04 Nm-s. 
(4.1) 
Figures 4.1 through 4.3 illustrate the emulation of this load. Figure 4.1 is a plot of ro vs. t, with 
the induction machine stator voltage frequency ro~_im included as a reference. Figure 4.2 is a plot 
of T~_dc vs. t, with the speed linear torque command T~_dc_cOWIIMIId =· (0.04)ro included for reference. 
In this figure, it is seen that the measured electromagnetic torque closely tracks the speed linear 
electromagnetic torque command. The plot of T~_dc vs. ro in Figure 4.3 illustrates the speed 
linear characteristic of the measured electromagnetic torque and the operation in the frrst and 
third quadrants of the (T~_dc)-(ro) plane. 
The induction machine controller utilized a flux observer to calculate the induction 
machine electromagnetic torque T~_im [13]. An unfiltered version of the T~_im signal associated 
with the emulation of a time dependent load was seen in Figure 3.11. Figure 4.4 is a plot of a 
filtered version of T~_im vs. t from the speed linear load emulation just discussed, with a plot of 
T~_dc vs. t included for reference. The relationship between T~_im and T~_dc was defined in 
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Equation (3.16). In Figure 4.4, the effect of the friction and windage torque component Tf+w_im+dc 
in increasing the magnitude of T~_im..filkr~d is evident in the constant speed portions of the curve 
(2 s < t < 4 s, and 8 s < t < 10 s). The effect of the inertial torque component 1j_im+dc in 
increasing the magnitude of T~_im..filkr~d can be observed during periods of acceleration 
(0 s < t < 2 s, and 6 s < t < 8 s). During periods of deceleration (4 s < t < 6 s, and 
10 s < t < 12 s), the effects of T!_im+dc and TLim+dc cancel, and T~_im..filkr~d closely tracks T~_dc· 
Figure 4.5 is a plot of an adjusted version of T~_im..filkr~d vs. t, in which the friction and windage 
torque component T!_im+dc and the inertial torque component Ti_im+dc were calculated (using 
Equations (3.8) and (3.7)) and subtracted from T~_im..filkr~d· In Figure 4.5, it is seen that the 
adjusted signal T~_im..filknd+adjusr~d more closely approximates T~_dc, although it is noisier owing to 
the incorporation of acceleration measurements in calculating the adjustment. 
4.2 Speed Square Load 
The emulation of the speed square load is described by Equation ( 4.2), with 
KfSY\2 = 0.0004 Nm-s2• 
(4.2) 
Figures 4.6 through 4.8 illustrate the emulation of this load. In Figures 4.7 and 4.8 it is seen 
. that Te_dc closely tracks the speed square electromagnetic torque command T~_dc_coffiiNllld-
4.3 Constant Power Load 
The emulation of the constant power load is described by Equation ( 4.3), with 
K11m = 50.0 N m/s and ro,.;,. = 20.0 rad/s. 
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T~ t1c command = T,oaa command = Ktl<il ro' 
- - -
= 0, 
if lrol > (J)min 
if I rol < romin 
(4.3) 
Equation (4.3) differs from the constant power term in Equation (3.5) in that Te_tlc_command = 0 if 
lrol < ro,.;,.. This change was made because when the constant power term in Equation (3.5) 
was implemented directly, the induction machine could not drive the emulated load at low 
speeds unless T I'IIIIX was set too low to be of interest. Note that Equation (4.3) implicitly limits 
the torque magnitude to 2.5 N m (with the choice of K11(tJ = 50). Figures 4.9 through 4.11 
illustrate the emulation of the constant power load. In Figure 4.9, the effect of the sudden 
application of the nonzero load torque at ro = ±20 rad/s can be seen. The induction machine 
stalled at this speed for approximately one to two seconds, during which time the load torque 
was repeatedly applied and removed. This oscillation in T~_tlc can be seen in Figure 4.10 in the 
vicinity oft= 2, 16, 21, and 34 s. In Figures 4.10 and 4.11, it is seen that T~_tlc tracks the 
constant electromagnetic power reference T~_tlc_command reasonably well in the constant power 
region, i.e., for I ro I > 20 rad/s. 
4.4 Position Dependent Load 
The emulation of the position dependent load is described by Equation (4.4), with 
K,iDl81 = 4.0 N m. 
(4.4) 
In this demonstration, the induction machine stator voltage frequency ro~_;'" was set at a constant 
value of 100 rad/s. Figures 4.12 through 4.17 illustrate the emulation of this load. 
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In Figure 4.12, it is seen that ro was approximately constant, with a sinusoidal variation 
approximately ±3 percent in amplitude. 
Figure 4.13 is a plot of Tl!_« vs. t, with the sinusoidal position reference (4.0)(sin[9]) and 
a normalized version of the de machine drive control input V;_a_«_commanJ (i.e., 
(V;_a_tk_commaNI_IIOnnaliu~' which is scaled so that its value in volts equals the value of the 
commanded Ia_« in amps) included for reference. It can be seen that Tl!_« lags the sinusoidal 
position reference (4.0)(sin[9]) by approximately 9 ms. The sources of this delay and the 
implications for the emulation of position dependent loads were discussed in Section 3.5. In this 
case, with ro = 100 rad/s, the angular position changes by approximately 52 degrees during the 
9 ms needed to implement the load torque command. This change may be large enough to 
degrade the accuracy of the load torque emulation. Fortunately, it is not difficult to correct for 
this. Since the machine speed ro is approximately constant, the angular position can be estimated 
with good accuracy 9 ms into the future using Equation (4.5), with tadvancl! = 9 ms. 
G = 9 +(l) t advanctt (4.5) 
In Equation ( 4.5), 9 represents the estimated angular position !advance seconds into the future. 
Equation ( 4.5) is based on the assumption that ro is approximately constant during the time 
interval tadvtlltCI!" This is usually a good assumption (recall the discussion in Section 3.5). 
The plots of Ttt_« and of the sinusoidal position reference (4.0)(sin[9]) vs. t from a 
demonstration in which the phase of 9 was advanced by 9 ms (implementing Equation ( 4.5)) 
are shown in Figure 4.14. Here, the phases of Tl!_tk and of the sinusoidal position reference are 
nearly matched. However, there are still parts of the cycle in which the difference between Te_« 
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and T~_«_commana is significant and is much larger than was observed in the emulation of the 
speed linear, speed square, and constant power loads. This difference between T~_« and 
T~_«_commtmJ can be observed in Figures 4.14 and 4.15 and appears to be caused by nonlinear 
distortion in the output of the de machine drive. 
The plot of T~_« vs. ro in Figure 4.16 illustrates the operation of the induction and de 
machines in the frrst and fourth quadrants of the {T~_«)-(ro) plane. The machines alternated 
between the forward driving and regeneration modes. 
4.5 Acceleration Dependent Loads 
The emulation of the acceleration dependent load is described by Equation (4.6). 
(4.6) 
Equation (4.6) was implemented for a series of values of Ki, from Ki = -o.015 to +0.30 kgm. 
Figures 4.17 through 4.21 illustrate the emulation of the acce.leration dependent load for 
Ki = +0.10 kgm. 
In Figure 4.17, ro is plotted vs. t, with a plot of ro~_;m vs. t included for reference. It is 
interesting to compare Figure 4.17 with the corresponding plots for the speed linear and speed 
square loads (Figures 4.1 and 4.6) during the constant speed periods (2 s < t < 4 sand 
8 s < t < 10 s). The induction machine per unit slip is much smaller for the acceleration 
dependent load than for the speed linear and speed square loads during these periods, as 
expected, since T1oaa_« = T~_«_commanJ = ~a = (K)(O) = 0. 
Figure 4.18 is a plot of a vs. t, with a plot of ro vs. t included for reference. Oscillations 
are evident in the acceleration signal. These oscillations were observed for all values of Ki, 
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including Ki = 0 (see Figure 2.17). The amplitude of the oscillations was observed to increase 
for large values of IKi 1. It is not clear to what extent these oscillations reflect real oscillations 
in the acceleration a, to noise resulting from the calculation of a, or to the interaction of the 
induction machine with the load, given the measurement (measurement of a) time delay. 
Figure 4.19 is a plot of T~_dc vs. t, with a plot of T~_dc_c01111t11J11d vs. t included as a reference. 
In this figure, it is seen that the oscillations that were observed in the waveform of a (and in 
T~_dc_~ are not as pronounced in the waveform of T~_dc, which emulates an acceleration 
dependent load torque with reasonable accuracy. Figure 4.20 is a plot of T~_dc vs. a. In this 
figure, it is seen that T~_dc tracks the reference signal (0.01)a in a general sense, but with a 
much greater amount of variation than for the other loads discussed in this chapter. Figure 4.21 
is a plot of T~_dc vs. co, and illustrates operation in the four quadrants of the (T~_dc)-(co) plane for 
the acceleration dependent load. 
The oscillations that were noted in the acceleration signal were observed to increase in 
amplitude for larger values of Ki. For values of Ki greater than +0.025 kgm, the amplitude of 
the oscillations increased dramatically. An example of this is shown in Figure 4.22, which is 
a plot of a v~. t for Ki = +0.027 kgm. Although not shown, T~_dc also oscillates in this case. 
To get an idea of how the oscillations in a and T~_dc are reflected in the motion of the machines, 
refer to Figure 4.23, which shows that co still tracks co~_im in a general sense, but the motion is 
extremely choppy. 
The emulation of the acceleration dependent load was repeated for a series of values of 
Ki' from Ki = -o.015 to +0.30 kgm. For values of Ki between 0 and +0.015 kgm, the 
amplitude of the oscillations in T~_dc was small. As the value of Ki was increased from +0.015 
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to +0.025 kgm, the amplitude of the oscillations increased. For values of Ki greater than 
+0.025 kgm, oscillations dominated the behavior of the system. 
Negative inertial loads were successfully emulated for values of Ki between 0 and 
-o.005 kgm. For values of Ki less than -o.010 kgm, unstable oscillations dominated the 
system behavior. 
The inertial load proved to be the most difficult to emulate of the loads discussed in this 
chapter. Some of the reasons for this difficulty were discussed in Section 3.5. It appears that 
a inore sophisticated controller may be needed to solve the problems of instability in the 
emulation of acceleration dependent loads. The controller would have to take into account the 
time required to calculate and filter the acceleration a and the frequency response of the de 
machine and drive. Such a controller has been reported with good results [12]. 
4.6 Conclusions 
Demonstrations of system performance in the emulation of speed linear, speed square, 
constant power, position dependent, and acceleration dependent loads were presented. System 
perfonnance may be described as very good in the emulation of the speed linear and speed 
square loads, good in the emulation of constant power loads, fair in the emulation of position 
dependent loads, and needing improvement in the emulation of inertial loads. 
The ability to accurately emulate acceleration dependent loads plays an important role 
in the emulation of any load. As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the desired load 
torque was emulated in these demonstrations by Te_dc rather than by the de machine load torque 
T load_Jc· Accurate emulation of a desired load torque by T1oaJ_Jc requires the ability to accurately 
emulate speed linear and acceleration dependent loads with Te_Jc and to cancel the effect of the 
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de machine friction and windage, and inertial torque components. Accurate emulation of 
dynamically changing loads also requires the ability to accurately emulate acceleration 
dependent loads with Te_tJc in order to emulate the effects of load inertia during transient 
conditions. 
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5.1 Summary 
CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSIONS 
A mechanical load emulation system for use in the development and performance 
evaluation of induction machine control methods has been presented. The system architecture, 
principles of design and operation, and performance capabilities were described in this thesis. 
The system was incorporated into a previously existing induction machine research testbed. It 
is an integral and functional part of this testbed, which is the site of ongoing research in the 
area of induction machine control [13]. 
A speed measurement system was designed and built for use in the emulation of speed, 
position, and acceleration dependent loads. The speed measurement accuracy of this system is 
slightly better than ±0.1 percent for speeds faster than 10 rpm. The speed measurement period 
is less than one system frame (256 ps) for speeds greater than 235 rpm. The speed measurement 
system is capable of measuring angular position and calculating angular acceleration from speed 
measurements. 
Demonstrations of system performance in the emulation of time dependent, speed 
dependent, constant power, · position dependent, and acceleration dependent loads were 
presented. System performance may be described as very good in the emulation of time 
dependent and speed dependent loads, good in the emulation of constant power loads, fair in 
the emulation of position dependent loads, and needing improvement in the emulation of 
acceleration dependent loads. 
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5.2 Possible System Improvements 
Accurate emulation of acceleration dependent loads would improve system performance 
in the emulation of many dynamic loads. Such improved performance may be brought about 
through more accurate calculation of acceleration, with less time lag, and through compensation 
by the load torque controller for the destabilizing effect of time lag in the emulation of inertial 
loads. An upgraded controller may be implemented in either the system software or hardware. 
The software implementation would be easier but has the drawback of using computational 
resources that might be needed by the induction machine controller. A hardware implementation 
would involve adding additional circuitry to the system. 
System performance also might be improved by the addition of a precision load torque 
measurement capability. The availability of accurate and timely load torque measurements 
would make closed loop control of the load torque possible, resulting in potentially improved 
performance. 
5.3 Future Work 
Opportunities for future work in the area of mechanical load emulation include 
the development and performance evaluation of induction machine control methods for high 
performance applications. Some work in this area has already been done at the research testbed 
referred to in this thesis [13]. Future work will require accurate emulation of dynamic loads, 
including position and acceleration dependent loads. One potential aspect of research in this area 
involves the exchange of information between the induction machine and mechanical load 
emulation system controllers. Induction machine performance for some control methods may 
be improved if the induction machine controller anticipates changes in the load torque [1]. The 
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performance of the mechanical load emulation system may also be improved if its controller 
knows in advance the torque commands that will be sent to the induction machine. 
Another potential area for research involves dynamic load modeling. The ability to 
accurately emulate dynamic loads may stimulate the development of more detailed models of 
real dynamic loads. 
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APPENDIX A 
SPEED MEASUREMENT CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS AND PRINCIPLES 
OF OPERATION 
A schematic diagram and further description of the construction and operation of the 
speed measurement circuit are presented here. A description of the speed measurement system 
software can be found in Appendix B. 
Figure A.1 is an assembly drawing of the speed measurement circuit. The speed 
measurement circuit is built on the digital signal processor (DSP) board, which it shares with 
the C30. Figures A.2 through A.13 are the speed measurement circuit schematic diagrams. 
Table A.1 is an index of the speed measurement circuit signals. 
The speed measurement system clock, called CLK, is a buffered and inverted version 
of the C30 H3 clock output. The use of the H3 clock signal synchronizes the speed 
measurement circuit operations with those of the C30. 
The speed measurement circuit inputs are two standard RS-232 differential signals from 
the sensor interface board (Sffi). These are the direction (DIR _IN) and channel B encoder 
(ENC _B _IN) signals. The direction signal (DIR _IN) is converted to a standard TIL signal 
(DIR), which is connected to an input of the ~a (i.e., cP) counter latch (U13). The C30 reads 
the output of this latch after the end of each measurement period. The channel B encoder signal 
(ENC _B _IN) is converted to a standard TIL signal (ENC _B), which is synchronized with the 
10 MHz speed measurement system CLK. The synchronized encoder signal is called TOOTH. 
A timing diagram of the encoder signal synchronization process is shown in Figure A.14. 
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A positive transition of the EVENT signal occurs at the end of each measurement period. 
These transitions are referred to as "events." Measurement periods occur in a continuous 
sequence, so the end of one measurement period marks the start of the next. The way in which 
the timing of an "event" is determined was discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. At the start of a 
measurement period, the c,_,;11 counter (U12 counter #2) counts 1024 counts of CLK. After 1024 
CLK counts have transpired, the speed measurement circuit waits for the next positive transition 
of TOOTH. When this transition occurs, a positive transition of EVENT is generated to mark 
the end of the current measurement period and the start of the next A diagram illustrating the 
timing of the signals involved in this process is shown in Figure A.15. The c,_,.;11 counter is 
implemented as counter #2 of an 82C54-2 interval timer (U12). The details of programming this 
counter are discussed in more detail in Appendix B and in the 82C54-2 data sheet. The c,_,." 
counter is programmed in "mode 1," i.e., as a hardware retriggerable one-shot of 1024 CLK 
counts duration. A positive transition of EVENT triggers a HI to LO transition of the one-shot 
output signal GATE (U12-17). After 1024 CLK counts, GATE returns HI. This enables the 
generation of the next "event." The next positive transition of TOOTH (after GATE returns Hn 
initiates a chain of events that results in a positive transition of EVENT one CLK cycle later. 
The positive transition of EVENT triggers a HI to LO transition of GATE, which resets the 
EVENT signal. While GATE is LO, "event" signal generation is disabled. After 1024 additional 
CLK counts, GATE returns to HI tore-enable "event" signal generation. The process repeats 
itself continuously in this manner. 
The !!J counters are implemented as counter #0 and counter #1 of the 82C54-2 
programmable interval timer (U12). These counters are programmed in "mode 2," i.e., as 
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continuously running down-counters. They are initialized to 65535 (FFFFh) and count down 
with each positive transition of either the CLKO or CLKJ input. Nete in Figure A.15 that during 
any measurement period only one of the CLKO or CLKJ signals is active. Each positive 
transition of EVEN!' toggles the activity status of CLKO and CLKJ. Thus, during a measurement 
period only one of the 82C54-2 counters #0 or #1 is active, and the activity status of these 
counters alternates from measurement period to measurement period. After the end of a 
measurement period, the C30 must read the count of the inactive counter (which was the active 
counter during the previous measurement period) and reset the count of the inactive counter to 
65535 (FFFFh). The C30 is able to determine which counter to service by reading the latched 
TO signal, which is bit 7 of the ~9 counter latch (U13) output. A value of TIL HI for the 
latched TO signal indicates that counter #0 should be serviced. If either of the 82C54-2 counters 
#0 or #1 overrun during a measurement period, the count cycles back to 65535 and the counter 
continues counting down. At the same time, a transition occurs on either TCLKO or TCLK 1, 
which are connected to the clock inputs of the C30 counters #0 and #1. These counters are 
32-bit up-counters. If they are utilized, the effective size of the two flt counters is 48 bits. 
The ~9 counter is implemented as a cascaded combination of two 4-bit counters, U14 
and U15. These counters are incremented by each positive transition of TOOTH. At the end of 
a measurement period, the ~9 counter output is latched by a positive transition of LATCHCLK, 
which follows the last positive transition of TOOTH in the measurement period by half a CLK 
cycle. After another half CLK cycle, a negative transition of EVENT occurs to reset the ~9 
counters. Thus, the ~9 counters are prepared to start counting for the next measurement period, 
and the count representing ~9 (i.e., cP) from the previous measurement period remains latched 
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by the ~9 counter latch (U13). After the end of a measurement period, the C30 must read the 
latched count representing ~9 before the end of the next measurement period. 
At the end of each measurement period, the ~9 and !!J counters must be serviced by the 
C30. For this the C30 is interrupted. A positive transition of EVEN!' causes the /Nl' 1 signal, 
which is connected to the C30 IN!' 1 input, to undergo a HI to LO transition. The C30 
acknowledges this interrupt by writing a dummy value to address 805COOh, which pulses the 
SEL3 signal LO, which in turn resets the 1Fl'1T signal to HI. The C30 has an JACK output 
dedicated to acknowledging interrupts, but this signal is already utilized by the induction 
machine controller in such a way as to preclude its use by the speed measurement system. 
To initialize the speed sensing circuit, the C30 must put the system in "reset" mode, 
program and initialize the three 82C54-2 counters, and bring the speed sensing system out of 
"reset." The C30 puts the speed measurement system in "reset" mode by writing a logic 0 to 
address 804400h. This sets the RESEI signal to LO. Setting RESEt LO resets and holds 
TOOTH LO, resets the "event" generation circuit, and resets the ~9 counter. When the speed 
sensing circuit is in "reset," the c,_,.,. clock is disabled, and the At counter #0 clock CLKO is 
held LO; th~ ~t counter #1 clock CLK1 is still active. 
While the speed measurement system is in the "reset" mode, the C30 programs the c,_,.,. 
counter (82C54-2 counter #2) for operation in mode 1 as a hardware retriggerable one-shot of 
1024 CLK counts duration. It also programs ~9 counters #0 and #1 for operation in mode 2 and 
initializes these counters to 65535 (FFFFh). Details of the procedure for programming the 
82C54-2 are found in Appendix Band in the 82C54-2 data sheet The C30 counters #0 and #1, 
if they are being used, are also initialized and set to a count of zero. 
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The C30 brings the speed measurement circuit out of "reset" by writing a logic 1 to 
address 804400h. This sets the RESET signal to HI, which enables the TOOTH signal, EVENT 
signal generation, and the ~9 counter. The "reset" signal generation circuit is designed so that 
the speed measurement circuit will come out of "reset" on a negative transition of the channel 
B encoder signal. 
The speed measurement circuit is initialized during initialization of the induction 
machine control system. During and after initialization of the speed measurement system, the 
C30 interrupts are disabled until the start of the main program loop. If the induction machine 
moves at all during the time after initialization and before the start of the main program loop, 
it will require interrupt setvicing that is not provided. Therefore, the speed measurement 
information associated with the frrst two occurrences of /NT 1 after the start of the main 
program loop may be incorrect. If (after the start of the main program loop) the C30 services 
the speed measurement system after each of the frrst two occurrences of /NT 1, the speed 
measurement infonnation associated with all subsequent occurrences of /NT 1 will be valid. It 
should be noted that the induction machine doesn't usually start to move until it is commanded 
to do so during the main program loop, so the issues discussed in this paragraph are usually 
unimportant. However, even if the induction machine doesn't move before the start of the main 
program loop, the speed measurement information associated with the frrst occurrence of /NT 1 
may not be valid. This interrupt should be setviced, but the values of cP and c, for the interrupt 
should be discarded. 
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Table A.1: Speed measurement circuit signal index (page 1 of 3) 
Signal Source Figure Fan-out 
. 
- ~ 
CO- C3 U14 
u 
A.10 1 
~ ~ 
C4- C5 U15 A.10 1 
. 
~·~ 
CLK U1E A.5 5 ,, .._. I 
-
CLKO U10A A.9 1 
~ 
·. ~ ~ c 
CLKJ U10B A.9 1 
I 
DIR U16D 
I 
A.6 
-1 1 
~ 
= 
DIR IN Sensor Interface 1 
Board (Sffi) 
! 
I 
ENC B U16B A.6 2 
I 
ENC BIN Sensor Interface 1 
Board (Sffi) 
-~ 
EVENI U1A A.8 3 
EVENT U1H A.8 1 
-
I 
GATE U12 A.9 1 
H3 C30 A.4 1 
. 
INI'l U6B A.11 1 
~ 
INI' RSI U5A A.12 1 
IOSIRB U2B A.4 4 
. -
LATCHCLK U2A A.8 2 
PUILUPJ 
~L v" + RPuuUPl A.3 i 3 
PUILUP2 v" + RPuuUP2 A.3 3 
PUILUP3 v" + RpuuUP3 A.3 3 
PUILUP4 v" + RPuuUP4 A.3 4 
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Table A.1: Speed measurement circuit signal index (page 2 of 3) 
Signal Source Figure Fan-out 
PUUUP5 v cc + RPULLUPS A.3 1 
~~ 
PUUUP6 v cc + RPULLUP6 A.3 3 
= 
PUUUP7 -~ v cc + RPULLUP7 A.3 2 
-
PUUUP8 v cc + RPULLUP8 A.3 2 
PUUUP9 v cc + RPULLUP9 A.3 0 
r 
PUUUPJO v cc + RPULLUPIO A.3 1 
RESET I U2E A.12 4 
SEUJ U9 A.4 1 ,, L' 
-
' 
~ 
SELl U9 A.4 1 
' 
SEL2 U9 A.4 3 
SEL3 U9 A.4 1 
START U1F A.6 F 1 
~0 
TO U1B A.9 2 
Tl U1G A.9 1 
TCLKO U12 A.9 1 
-
TCLKJ U12 A.9 ) . 1 \l, I 
~ 
TOOTH U1C A.7 3 
.. , 
xAO U2F A.4 1 
"· 
xAl U2G A.4 1 
xAJO C30 A.4 1 
::c -::-
xAll U2H A.4 I 1 
xA12 U2D A.4 1 
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Table A.1: Speed measurement circuit signal index (page 3 of 3) 
Signal Source Figure Fan-out 
xDO- xD7 C30, U12, U13 A.4, A.9, A.lO 2 
(110 signal) 
xD31 C30 A.4 1 
r I 
xRDIWR U2C A.4 4 
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Note: The digital signal processor (DSP) board consists 
of the C30 circuit and the speed measurement circuit. 
Some of the C30 circuit components are not shown. 
Refer to [2) for complete C30 circuit schematics. 
Note: J8 is a connector junction for the Input signals 
ENC _B _IN and DIR_IN from the sensor Interface board 
(SIB). These signals are transmitted to the speed 
measurement circuit using shielded, twisted wire pair 
cable. 
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Note: For U11 of the speed measurement circuit, a 
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Figure A.l: Speed measurement circuit assembly drawing (i.e., board layout) 
~ 
Ut (j.) 
vee 
vee 
vee Note: The V cc (• +5V) and GND busses in this drawing are part 
of the digital signal processor board power and ground plane 
system. The C30 circuit shares the digital signal processor 
board V cc and GND busses with the speed measurement circuit. 
Refer to [21. for complete digital signal processor board 
schematics, including the power connections to the board. 
Figure A.2: Speed measurement circuit schematic diagram: power and ground connections 
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Figure A.6: Speed measurement circuit schematic diagram: input signal interface 
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APPENDIX 8 
SPEED MEASUREMENT SYSTEM SOFTWARE TASKS AND SOURCE CODE 
The speed measurement system programming tasks are described in Section B.1. These 
tasks are performed by the C30 digital signal processor. The C language source code 
implementation of these tasks is listed in Section B.2. 
8.1 Software Task Description 
The speed measurement system software tasks include the following: 
1. Initializing the speed measurement system. 
2. Servicing the ~9 and t:J counters after each measurement period. This task 
is accomplished by an interrupt service routine. 
3. Calculating speed (and, optionally, position and acceleration) once per system 
frame. 
Some of the speed measurement system software tasks involve interfacing with the Intel 
82C54-2 programmable interval timer. Details of the operation of this IC can be found in the 
Intel 82C54-2 data sheet. The 82C54-2 consists of three programmable counters and a computer 
interface. The counters are 16 bits wide, but the data bus interface is only 8 bits wide. Writing 
to or reading from the counters involves two consecutive data byte accesses: the LSB frrst, 
followed by the MSB. There are two relevant timing requirements for 82C54 accesses: 
1. Each read or write pulse must be at least 185 ns in duration. 
2. A recovery period of at least 165 ns must be allowed between successive 
accesses. 
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The frrst requirement was met by configuring the C30 expansion bus to have one wait state. 
The second was met by inserting one NOP statement between consecutive 82C54-2 accesses. 
B.l.l. Speed measurement system initialization 
The speed measurement system initialization progranuning tasks are described below. 
These tasks were implemented by the C30 in a C language routine called init _ w _sense. 
1 a. Disable the C30 /NT 1 interrupt 
1 b. Reset the C30 /NT 1 interrupt register flag. 
2. Write OOOOOOOOh to address 804400h. This puts the speed measurement 
system in "reset" mode by setting the RESET signal to LO. 
3a. Write B2h to address 805403h. This writes the control word (B2h) to 
82C54-2 counter #2 (i.e., the c,_min counter) and programs counter #2 for 
operation in mode 1 (i.e., the hardware retriggerable "one-shot" mode). 
3b. Write OOh to address 805402h. This writes the LSB of the 82C54-2 counter 
#2 initial count (= 0400h = 1024). 
3c. Write 04h to address 805402h. This writes the MSB of the 82C54-2 counter 
#2 initial count. 
4a. Write 34h to address 805403h. This writes the control word (34h) to 
82C54-2 counter #0 (i.e., t:J counter #0) and programs counter #0 for 
operation in mode 2 (i.e., as a continuously running down-counter). 
4b. Write FFh to address 805400h. This writes the LSB of the 82C54-2 counter 
#0 initial count ( = FFFFh = 65535). 
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4c. Write FFh to address 805400h. This writes the MSB of the 82C54-2 counter 
#0 initial count 
5a. Write 7 4h to address 805403h. This writes the control word (7 4h) to 
82C54-2 counter #1 (i.e., & counter #1) and programs counter #1 for 
operation in mode 2. 
5b. Write FFh to address 805401h. This writes the LSB of the 82C54-2 counter 
#1 initial count(= FFFFh = 65535). 
5c. Write FFh to address 805400h. This writes the MSB of the 82C54-2 counter 
#1 initial count. 
Steps 6a through 7c are optional. They are necessary only if the speed 
measurement system is going to utilize the C30 counters. If the C30 counters are 
used by the speed measurement system, they cannot be used for other system 
tasks. Instructions 6a through 6c initialize C30 counter #0: 
6a. Write OOOOOOOlh to address 808020h. 
6b. Write FFFFFFFFh to address 808028h. 
6c. Write OOOOOOClh to address 808020h. 
Instructions 7a through 7c initialize C30 counter #1 (if it is going to be used by 
the speed measurement system): 
7a. Write OOOOOOOlh to address 808030h. 
7b. Write FFFFFFFFh to address 808038h. 
7c. Write OOOOOOClh to address 808030h. 
8. Enable the C30 /NT 1 interrupt. 
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9. Write FFFFFFFFh to address 804400h. This brings the speed measurement 
system out of "reset" mode by setting the RESEr signal to HI. 
B.1.2 Servicing the ~a and !lt counters 
The software tasks involved in servicing the ~a and Ill counters are described below. 
These tasks are implemented by an interrupt service routine, because the timing of speed 
measurement system "events" is random, all "events" require servicing, and more than one 
"event" may occur per system frame. The C language source code implementing this routine 
is called c intO 1. 
When IN!' 1 occurs: 
1 a. Acknowledge IN!' 1 by performing a dummy write to address 805COOh. This 
pulses the SEL3 signal LO, which resets the speed measurement system 
IN!' 1 signal to HI. 
1 b. Reset the C30 iNT 1 interrupt register flag. 
2. Service the ~a (i.e., cP) counter: read the ~a counter latch data byte at 
address 804COOh; assign the value of the six least significant bits of this 
data byte to the integer variable representing ~a; assign the value of bit 6 
to a variable for direction; assign the value of bit 7 to a variable indicating 
the status of the signal TO. 
3. Determine which ~t counter to service: if the value of TO is a logic 1, Ill 
counter #0 must be serviced (steps 4a through 4d); otherwise, Ill counter #1 
must be serviced (steps 5a through 5d). 
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Note: H the C30 counters are not being used for speed measurement, skip 
steps 4b, 4d, 5b, and 5d. 
4a. Read the least significant 16 bits of ilt (i.e., CJ counter #0 from 82C54-2 
counter #0: read the LSB at address 805400h and take the 1 's complement; 
then read the next LSB at address 805400h and take the 1 's complement. 
4b. Read the upper 32 bits of ilt (i.e., c,) counter #0 from C30 counter #0 (if 
C30 counter #0 is being used by the speed measurement system) at address 
808024h. 
4c. Reset the count of 82C54-2 counter #0 to FFFFh (= 65535): write LSB FFh 
to address 805400h; then write MSB FFh to address 805400h. 
4d. Reset the count of C30 counter #0 to OOOOOOOOh (if C30 counter #0 is being 
used by the speed measurement system) by writing OOOOOOC1h to address 
808020h. 
5a. Read the least significant 16 bits of ilt (i.e., c,) counter #1 from 82C54-2 
counter #1: read the LSB at address 805401h and take the 1 's complement; 
then read the next LSB at address 805401h and take the 1 's complement. 
5b. Read the upper 32 bits of ilt (i.e., c,) counter #1 from C30 counter #1 (if 
C30 counter #1 is being used by the speed measurement system) at address 
808034h. 
5c. Reset the count of 82C54-2 counter #1 to FFFFh ( = 65535): write LSB FFh 
to address 805401h; then write MSB FFh to address 805401h. 
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5d. Reset the count of C30 counter #1 to OOOOOOOOh (if C30 counter #1 is being 
used by the speed measurement system) by writing OOOOOOC1h to address 
808030h. 
6. Return from the interrupt service routine. 
The values representing ~e and 1M may not be valid the frrst two times that the interrupt 
service routine is called after the start of the main program loop. The Ae and At counters should 
be serviced, but the values representing A6 and 1M (i.e., cP and c,) should be discarded. Set cP 
to 0 and c, to 1. 
B.1.3 Calculation of speed 
Speed is calculated once per frame at a scheduled time in the frame task organization 
(see Figure 2.8). Angular position and acceleration may also be calculated at this time. The C 
language routine implementing the tasks described below is called *get_speed. 
1. Disable the C30 INI' 1 interrupt. This ensures that the values of cP and c, 
(i.e., the counts representing A6 and tit) will not change during the 
calculation of speed. 
2. Convert cP and c, from integer format to floating-point numbers of the same 
value. 
3. Convert the floating-point version of cP to radians by multiplying by 
2x/1000. 
4. Convert the floating-point version of c, to seconds by multiplying by the 
conversion factor 10-7• 
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5. Divide the result in step 3 by the result in step 4. The result of this 
calculation is a floating-point number that is the speed in radians per second. 
6. Re-enable the C30 INTI interrupt. 
B.2 Source Code 
The speed measurement system software tasks discussed in Section C.l were 
implemented in a C language source code file called w _sense.c, which is presented below. This 
file consists of three C language routines: init _ w _sense, c _intO 1, and *get _speed. These modules 
are integrated into the testbed system program, and some interaction with that program is 
required. For detailed instructions related to programming and compiling code for the induction 
machine research testbed (including the speed measurement system), refer to [2] and the 8096 
and C3x user's manuals. 
/******************************************************************************************* 
******************************************************************************************** 
******************************************************************************************** 
File: 'w_sense.c' 
'w_sense.c' computes the rotational speed 'omega'; angular position ('theta') 
and acceleration ('alpha') may also be computed, but are not computed in this 
version of 'w sense.c'; the C30 counters are not utilized in this version of 
'w_sense.c'; ·for the measurement of low speeds, if more than 24 frames elapse 
before the occurrence of ari encoder signal transition (i.e., an occurrence of 
'c_int01 '), the speed is set to zero. 
******************************************************************************************** 
******************************************************************************************** 
*******************************************************************************************/ 
#include "w_sense.h" 
#include "clc.h" 
I***************** I 
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#define COUNTER_MASK Ox80 
#define DIR_MASK Ox40 
#define THETA_MASK Ox3f 
#define LSB Oxff 
#define LSW Oxffff 
/* define constants for evaluating 'status' variable: *I 
#define NORMAL OxO 
#define NONE_READ Ox1 
#define SPEED_MARKER Ox2 
#define NO_INTERRUPT Ox2 
I******************************* I 
/*declare static variables: *I 
static volatile unsigned *d_iack, *d_theta, *d_time; 
static volatile unsigned direction; 
static unsigned status, 
static int 
status_counter, 
n latest, 
n_time[2]; 
n_theta[2]; 
static double .oldspeed; 
/* bit1: initialized to 1, cleared by 
'c_int01' each time it us run, set by 
'*getspeed' each time it is run; 
bitO: initialized to 1 , cleared by 
'c_int01' the first time it is called *I 
/*counts the number of times '*getspeed' 
has been run since the last time 'IINT1' 
was serviced *I 
/* last 82C54-2 counter serviced *I 
/* variable for 'c_t', (i.e., 'delta_t') *I 
/*variable for 'c_p,' (i.e., 'delta theta') *I 
/******************************************************************************************/ 
void init_w_sense(void) 
{ 
/*this module initializes the speed measurement system: *I 
/*******************************************************************/ 
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r declare local pointers:*/ 
r declare and assign pointer '*p' to point to the C3x expansion bus 
configuration register: */ 
volatile unsigned *p = ((volatile unsigned *)Ox808060); 
r declare and assign pointer '*reset' to point to the speed measurement 
circuit '/RESET' flip-flop: */ 
volatile unsigned *reset = ((volatile unsigned *)Ox804400); 
r································································, 
r configure the C3x expansion bus: *I 
*p = ((WAIT_STATES)<<5) + 8; 
r put the speed measurement circuit in "reset" mode:*/ 
*reset = OxOOOOOOOO; 
I************************** I 
r initialize static pointers: *I 
d_theta = ((volatile unsigned *)Ox804c00); 
d_time = ((volatile unsigned *)Ox805400); 
d_iack = ((volatile unsigned *)Ox805c00); 
r initialize 'status' variable to "no counts have been read" 
and "there have not been any interrupts serviced since the 
last time '*getspeed' was run: */ 
status = NONE_READ I SPEED_MARKER; 
r initialize 'status_counter' variable to 24; this will be cleared 
by '*getspeed' the first time it is run: */ 
status_ counter = 24; 
r initialize other static variables: */ 
n_latest = n_theta[O) = n_theta(1] = n_time(O) = n_time[1) = direction = 0; 
oldspeed = 0.0; 
r··················, 
r reassign pointer '*p' to point to the 82C54-2: */ 
p = ((volatile unsigned *)Ox805400); 
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r initialize 82C54-2 counter #2 to an initial count of 1024 (Ox400): */ 
asm(" NOP "); 
*(p+3) = Oxb2; 
asm(" NOP "); 
*(p+2) = 0; /* LSB */ 
asm(" NOP "); 
*(p+2) = 4; /* MSB */ 
r initialize 82C54-2 counter #0: *I 
asm(" NOP "); 
*(p+3) = Ox34; 
asm(" NOP "); 
*p = LSB; /* LSB */ 
asm(" NOP "); 
*p = LSB; /* MSB */ 
r initialize 82C54-2 counter #1 : */ 
asm(" NOP "); 
*(p+3) = Ox74; 
asm(" NOP "); 
*(p+1) = LSB; /* LSB */ 
asm(" NOP "); 
*(p+1) = LSB; /* LSB */ 
I***************************** I 
r bring speed measurement circuit out of "reset" mode:*/ 
*reset = Oxffffffff; 
I********************* I 
r enable '/INT1'; NOTE: Driving program must enable interrupts globally, 
either directly (via GIE bit in ST register) or indirectly (via IDLE 
instruction). See C3x User's Guide for details. */ 
asm(" OR 2, IE"); 
I********************** I 
} rend of 'init_w_sense' */ 
/******************************************************************************************/ 
void c_int01 (void) 
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{ 
r this module is the interrupt service routine for the speed measurement 
system:*/ 
/*************I 
r declare local variables:*/ 
unsigned which, dir, dummy, dum2; 
/****************************************/ 
asm(" .sect \".int1\" "); 
asm(" .word _c_int01 "); 
asm(" .text"); r back to text*/ 
I************************************** I 
r acknowledge interrupt:*/ 
*d_iack = 0; 
/* clear '/INT1' flag: */ 
asm(" NOP "); 
asm(" AND 7FDh, IF"); 
I**************************** I 
r read data byte from 'delta_theta' counter latch: */ 
dummy = *d_theta; 
I*********************** I 
/* determine which counter should be serviced; if 'which' = OxOO, 
counter #0 should be serviced: */ 
which = (((-dummy) & COUNTER_MASK) >> 7); 
n_latest = which; 
I********************* I 
/* extract the direction from 'dummy'; if 'dir' = Ox01, the direction 
is positive, i.e., counterclockwise when viewed from the load end 
of the induction machine: */ 
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dir = (dummy & DIR_MASK); 
direction = dir; 
I****************** I 
/* extract the angular value from 'dummy':*/ 
dum2 = (dummy & THETA_MASK); 
if (direction) n_theta[which] = ((int)(dum2)); 
else n_theta[which] = -((int)(dum2)); 
/*********************************************************/ 
/* read from the appropriate 82C54-2 counter: */ 
asm(" NOP "); 
dummy= (*(d_time+which) & LSB); /* read LSB */ 
asm(" NOP "); 
dummy I= ((*(d_time+which) & LSB) << 8); /*read MSB */ 
n_time[which] = (( -dummy)&LSW); 
/******************************************/ 
/* reset the appropriate counter:*/ 
asm(" NOP "); 
asm(" NOP "); 
*(d_time+3) = Ox34 +(which<< 6); 
asm(" NOP "); 
asm(" NOP "); 
*(d_time+which) = LSB; 
asm(" NOP "); 
asm(" NOP "); 
*(d_time+which) = LSB; 
I***************************** I 
/* if this is the first time 'c_int01' is called, assign values to 
n_thetaD and n_timeO that will result in 'speed_var' = 0.0: *I 
if ((status & NONE_READ)I=O) 
{ 
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} 
n_theta[01 = n_theta[1 1 = 0; 
n_time[01 = n_time(1 1 = 1; 
I************************************ I 
/* reset 'status' variable to NORMAL to indicate that an interrupt has 
occurred and been serviced: *I 
status = NORMAL; 
I*********************** I 
} /* end of 'c_int01' *I 
I****************************************************************************************** I 
double *get_speed(void) 
{ 
/* this module calculates speed, which is returned in '*get_speed' *I 
I**************************************************************************** I 
/* declare local variables: *I 
double dtime, speed_var; 
/* 'output(4]' reserves memory for speed, position and acceleration 
results; speed is stored in 'output(O]'; position and acceleration are not 
computed in this version of '*getspeed'): *I 
static double output[41; 
I************************** I 
/* disable 'IINT1': *I 
asm(" ANON 2, IE"); 
I************************* I 
/* find out if 'c_int01' has occurred since the last time '*getspeed' 
was run: *I 
if ((status & NO_INTERRUPT) == 0) I* 'c_int01' has occurred since the 
last time '*getspeed' was run *I 
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{ 
} 
r if this is the first time that '*getspeed' has noted an occurrence 
of 'c_int01' in the last 24 frames, the position and time counts 
might not be valid; assign a value of 0.0 to 'speed_var': *I 
if ( status_counter >= 24) 
{ 
speed_var = 0.0; 
} 
r otherwise, calculate 'speed_var' in the normal fashion:*/ 
else 
{ 
} 
if (n_time(n_latest] > 0) 
{ 
dtime = 1.0/((double)(n_time[n_latest])); 
speed_var = 6.283185307e4*((double)(n_theta[n_latest]))*dtime; 
} 
else 
{ 
speed_var = oldspeed; 
} 
r reset status counter: */ 
status_counter = 0; 
else r 'c_int01' has not been serviced since the last time '*getspeed' 
was run*/ 
{ 
status_counter = status_ counter + 1 ; 
if (status_counter >= 24) 
} 
{ 
speed_var = 0.0; 
} 
else 
{ 
speed_var = oldspeed; 
} 
I************************************* I 
oldspeed = speed_var; 
output[O] = speed_ var; 
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I*************************** I 
/* update 'status' variable to indicate that '*getspeed' has been run: *I 
status I= SPEED_MARKER; 
I********************************** I 
/*enable '/INT1 ': */ 
asm(" OR 2, IE"); 
I********************** I 
retum(output); 
} /*end of '*get_speed' */ 
/******************************************************************************************/ 
/******************************************************************************************/ 
/******************************************************************************************/ 
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APPENDIX C 
DETERMINATION OF lu 
This appendix describes the determination of the moment of inertia J de of the de 
machine. The value of J de is used to cancel the effect of the de machine moment of inertia 
(using Equation (3.3)) in the emulation of mechanical loads. 
It was not possible to determine the value of J de directly, because speed measurements 
are needed to determine the value of J for a machine, and the optical encoder used to measure 
speed is attached to the shaft of the induction machine at the research bench. Therefore, J de was 
calculated as the difference J de = l;m+de - l;m' where l;m+de is the moment of inertia of the 
combination of the induction and de machines, and l;m is the moment of inertia of the induction 
machine alone. 
The values of l;m+de and l;m were determined from the results of a series of "coastdown" 
and "drop" tests. The purpose of the coastdown test is to obtain an expression relating the 
friction and windage torque Tf+w to the moment of inertia J for the machine (or machines) under 
test. This relationship is incorporated into the analysis of the drop test results to obtain the value 
of J. 
In the coastdown test, the machine under test is allowed to coast down without power 
from its rated speed to zero. The speed of the machine is measured and plotted vs. time. Plots 
of oo vs. t for the coastdown tests of the combination of the induction and de machines and for 
the induction machine alone are shown in Figures C.l and C.2. Both plots have a similar shape. 
They are concave upward but are approximately linear. The average acceleration of the 
machines during coastdown was measured from the plots of oo vs. t in Figures C.l and C.2. In 
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both cases, the acceleration is approximately constant, and the measured values of average 
acceleration may be used to represent the approximately constant rate of coastdown acceleration 
Clt+w in the following calculations. 
Equation (C.1) relates the friction and windage torque Tf+w to the coastdown acceleration 
(C.1) 
The directions of positive Tf+w and Clt+w in Equation (3.1) are in accordance with the conventions 
established in Sections 1.2 and 3.1: clockwise Tf+w and counterclockwise af+w' as viewed by an 
observer stationed behind the de machine and looking towards the de and induction machines 
(see Figure 1.1), are considered positive. The values of average coastdown acceleration 
measured from the plots in Figures C.1 and C.2 were Clt+m im+dc = -13.9 rad/s2 and 
Clt+w_im = -8.8 rad/s2• At this point in the analysis, neither Tf+w nor J are known. The drop test 
results are needed to fmd the values of these parameters. 
In the drop test, the machine under test is accelerated from rest by a hanging weight of 
mass M, as shown in Figure C.3. The rotational speed roof the machine under test is measured, 
and ro vs. t is plotted. A plot of ro vs. t from one of the drop test runs is shown in Figure C.4. 
In Figure C.3, the string tension F,~ASion is shown to be acting in two directions. In the 
following discussion, positive F,eASion represents the two equal but oppositely directed forces 
exerted by the string: one that acts on the machine. under test, to accelerate it, and the other that 
acts on the hanging weight, to oppose acceleration. 
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Equation (C.2) describes the motion of the machine under test during the drop test. 
F . R - T = Ja t~nsro11 f+w . drop 
F . R + Ja = Ja l~fiSIOfl "f+W drop (C.2) 
J F . =-(a -a ) t~nsro11 R drop "f+w 
In Equation (C.2), adrop represents the angular acceleration of the machine under test during the 
drop test. Equation (C.3) describes the motion of the falling weight during the drop test. 
(C.3) 
F = M(g - a R) t~nsio11 drop 
In Equation (C.3), adrop represents the linear acceleration of the hanging weight during the drop 
test. Combining Equations (C.2) and (C.3) results in Equation (C.4). 
(C.4) 
Equation (C.5) is the result of solving Equation (C.4) for J. 
(C.5) 
In Equation (C.5), <Xr+w and aarop are measured values of acceleration from the coastdown and 
drop tests, respectively. Equation (C.5) implies that constant <Xr+w implies constant adrop' since 
all the other quantities in Equation (C.5) are parameter constants. This can be proven by solving 
Equation (C.5) for adrop and setting Clt+w constant. As discussed earlier in this appendix, Clt+w is 
approximately constant (see Figures C.l and C.2). It would be expected, therefore, that adrop 
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would also be approximately constant. The linearity of the plot of ro vs. t in Figure C.4 
demonstrates that adrop is, in practice, nearly constant. An accurate measurement of adrop may 
be obtained by computing the slope of the plot of ro vs. t from the drop test results. 
The results of the coastdown and drop tests are summarized in Table C.1. The moment 
of inertia J Jc of the de machine was calculated by subtracting the moment of inertia of the 
induction machine alone from the moment of inertia of the combination of both machines: 
JJc = l;,.+Jc- l;,. = 0.0234- 0.00164 = 0.0218 kgm2• The values of J for the machines at the 
research bench are listed in Table C.2. 
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Table C.1: Summary of coastdown and drop test results 
Machine R M Or+w a drop J Jaw 
(mm) (kg) 
' 
(rad/s2) (rad/s2) (kgm2) (kgm2) 
-
im+dc 32.2 2.8 -13.9 22.2 0.0227 0.0234 
" " 4.1 
\,1 
" 35.9 0.0229 " 
" " 11.8 " 91.6 0.0247 ". " 
im II 1.37 -8.8 143.0 0.00151 0.00164 
II tl 2.8 " 185.4 0.00178 " 
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Table C.2: Values of J for the machines at the research bench 
~ 
Machine J 
(kgm2) 
dc+im 0.0234 
im 0.00164 
de 0.0218 
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APPENDIX D 
DETERMINATION OF T1 ... _dc[ro) 
This appendix describes the determination of the de machine friction and windage torque 
Tf+w _de as a function of ro. An equation relating Tf+w _de to ro was used to cancel the effect of 
Ti+w_de (using Equation (3.3)) in the emulation of mechanical loads. 
It was not possible to determine Tf+w _de directly, because speed measurements were 
needed to determine Tf+w for a machine, and the optical encoder used to measure speed is 
attached to the shaft of the induction machine at the research bench. Therefore, Tf+w_de[ro] (i.e., 
Tf+w_de as a function of ro) was calculated as the difference Tf+w_de[ro] = Tf+w_im+de[ro] - Tf+w_im[ro], 
where Tf+w_im+de[ro] is the expression relating Tf+w to ro for the combination of the induction and 
de machines, and Tf+w_im[ro] is the expression relating Tf+w to ro for the induction machine alone. 
In the following discussion, the directions for positive Tf+w and ro are in accordance with 
the conventions established in Sections 1.2 and 3.1: clockwise Tf+w and counterclockwise ro, as 
viewed by an observer stationed "behind" the de machine and looking towards the de and 
induction machines (see Figure 1.1), are considered positive. Positive T1 opposes positive ro. 
A "coastdown" test and the value of J for the machine under test (values of J are listed 
in Table C.2) were used to find Tf+w· The coastdown test consists of an unpowered coastdown 
of the machine under test from rated speed to zero. Plots of ro vs. t from the coastdown of the 
combination of the induction and de machines, and of the induction machine alone, were shown 
in Figures C.l and C.2. 
For each coastdown test run, acceleration was computed from the ro vs. t data. Some 
filtering of the calculated acceleration values was needed to suppress the noise in the 
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acceleration data. The filtered values of the coastdown acceleration data were multiplied by the 
value of J for the machine(s) under test (listed in Table C.2) in order to compute the 
corresponding values of the friction and windage torque T1+~ 
Figure D.l shows a plot of T1+w_im+tk vs. ro from the coastdown test data for the 
combination of the induction and de machines. A linear approximation of the experimental data, 
expressed in Equation (D.l), is fitted onto the experimental plot in Figure D.l. 
T1.w_im+tk[ro] = (0.00106}ro + (0.24}sgn[ro] (D.l) 
Figure 0.2 shows a similar plot of data values and linear approximation for Tf+w_im vs. 
co from the coastdown of the induction machine alone. The linear approximation relating Tf+w ;,. 
to ro is expressed in Equation (0.2). 
T1+w_;,.[m] = (0.0000136)ro + (0.0124}sgn[ro] (0.2) 
The linear approximation for Tf+w_tk as a function of ro was calculated as the difference 
Tf+w tk[ro] = Tf+w im+tk[ro] - Tf+w ;,.[00]. This relationship is expressed in Equation (0.3). 
- - -
T1.w_tk[ro] = (0.0010464}oo + (0.2276} sgn[ro] (0.3) 
The iinear approximations for Tf+w_im+tk[ro], Tf+w_tk[ro], and T/+w_;,.[OO] are summarized in 
Table D.l. 
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Table D.l: Equations expressing Tf+w as a function of c.o for the machines at the research 
bench 
Machine Equation relating Tf+w and c.o 
(Nm) 
im+dc Tf+w_im+dc[C.O] = (0.00106)C.O + 
(0.24 )sgn[ c.o] 
im Tf+w_im[C.O] = (0.0000136)C.O + 
(0.0124)sgn[c.o] 
de Tf+w_dc[C.O] = (0.0010464)C.O + 
(0.227 6)sgn[ c.o] 
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APPENDIX E 
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF K~_u~Lu vs. ILtk 
This appendix describes a series of tests that were run to determine K~_de~!_de as a 
function of /1_« for the de machine at the research testbed. The results of these tests are 
summarized in Figure E.1 and Table E.1. These data may be fitted with sufficient accuracy by 
the fourth-degree polynomial in Equation (E.1). 
KLde ~Lde = (1.5569)/'-de" - (3.5279)l~_de3 + (1.4258)I~_de2 (E.l) 
+ (2.2957)//_dc + 0.0496 
In the series of tests described in this appendix, the de machine drive controlled the 
annature winding current Ia_de, with the field winding current /!_de held constant and the de 
machine in the locked rotor configuration. Measurements of the load torque T1oad_de and armature 
current Ia_de were recorded for a series of values of Ia_de, with /!_de held constant. This process 
was repeated for a series of fixed values of /!_de· 
Conventions for the directions of positive I1_de and Ia_de were defined in Section 3.1 and 
Figure 3.2. Positive values of I1_de indicate field current flowing into terminal Fl of the de 
machine. Positive values of Ia_de indicate annature current flowing out of terminal A 1. The 
direction of positive de machine torque (i.e., T1oad_de and T~_de) was established in Sections 1.2 
and 3.1: clockwise de machine torque, as viewed by an observer stationed behind the de 
machine and looking towards the de and induction machines (see Figure 1.1 ), is considered 
positive. 
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Measurements of T10tld_« were made with a Sensotec Model OM strain gauge load cell. 
This instrument measures the force applied by an extension ann of the de machine case against 
the research bench, as shown in Figure E.2. The de machine case is supported by two bearings, 
one at each end of the machine, which are anchored to the research bench. Bearing friction 
introduces hysteresis of approximately ±0.4 Nm into the torque measurements. This hysteresis 
effect was mitigated in these tests by recording the "zero torque" reading before and after each 
measurement and by adjusting the measurement values accordingly. 
Since the locked rotor constraint eliminated friction, windage, and inertial torque, the 
measured load torque T10tld_« was equal to the de machine electromagnetic torque Te_« (see 
Equation (3.2)), which is the quantity of interest in these tests. Measurements of Ia_« were made 
with a Fluke 8010A digital multimeter. Measurements of I!_« were made with a Tektronix 
DM504A digital multimeter. Measurements of Te_« vs. Ia_« were recorded for I!_« = 0.2 A, 
0.4 A, 0.6 A, 0.8 A, and 1.0 A. These data are plotted in Figures E.3 through E.8. 
The de machine field winding flux <I>!_« is a function of the field current I!_«· It is 
assumed that factors other than I!_« do not affect the value of <I>~_«; therefore, constant I!_« 
implies constant <I>!_« (and constant K~_«<l>!_«). The expected relationship between Te_«, Ia_«, and 
<1>1 « was defined in Equation (3.1), part of which is repeated here as Equation (E.2) for 
convenience ([15], Equation (9.2.4)). 
(E.2) 
Equation (E.2) indicates that for constant <I>~_«, Te_« is a linear function of Ia_«· 
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The linearity of the plots of Ttt_de vs. (,in Figures E.3 through E.8 demonstrates that, for 
fixed values of !~_de, K!_de~!_de was also fixed and Ttt_de varied linearly with Ia_de· For each value 
of !~_de, the corresponding value of K~_de~!_de is equal to the slope of the plot of Ttt_de vs. Ia_de· 
These slopes were measured from the plots in Figures E.3 through E.8 and are listed in 
Table E.l. A plot of K~_de~!_dc vs. !~_de, and a fourth-order polynomial fit for these data are shown 
in Figure E.l. 
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Table E.1: K1_«~L« vs. 11_« (from experimental data) 
//_de KL«~!_« 
(A) {Nm/A) 
' 
-
0.10 0.29 
0.20 0.54 
0.40 1.01 
0.60 1.38 
j 
' 0.80 1.63 
1.00 1.80 
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Figure E.l: Plot of K1_dc~f_dc vs. It_ de (from experimental data, with least squares polynomial fit) 
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